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The degree to which camping is related to selected character-

istics of river terraces along the Rogue Waterway, Oregon has been
analyzed. Previous attempts to formulate models relating campsite

choice to characteristics of the natural environment focused on camping parties engaged in auto-camping and the aggregate population

behavior rather than on describing behavior of discernible sub-groups.

After a review of previous research and initial field reconnaissance,
this investigation sought to identify (1) characteristics of specific

groups of river travelers, (2) selected site characteristics of all
campsites along the Natural River Area of the Rogue River, (3)

campsite choice patterns for those specific groups of river travelers,
and (4) the relation between the number of times a campsite is chosen

and selected characteristics of the campsite.
A descriptive campsite choice model identifying

man-environment relationships was formulated for the purpose of
examining campsite choice behavior. The MAN component of the

descriptive model outlines the population of interest, the unit of
observation within the population, and characteristics of the unit of
observation. The ENVIRONMENT component of the descriptive

model outlines selected variables of the terrestrial, aquatic, and
micro-climatic environment that may be associated with campsite
choice behavior.

The methodology used in this investigation consisted of two

data collection procedures undertaken concurrently. One involved
interviewing one member of each camping party as the group

departed the study area at which time information was solicited con-

cerning characteristics of the camping party and selected items
concerning the respondent. The other consisted of an environmental

assessment of thirteen characteristics of river terraces by onsite
evaluation of all river terraces classified as potential campsites.
The linearity of the river corridor was a notable asset to the
research. All camping parties had to pass each river terrace
consecutively and respond to each camping opportunity in the same
sequence. Such natural control over the camping parties was absent

in other investigations of campsite choice behavior.
Frequency tabulations were compiled to analyze the character-

istics of camping parties and their campsite choice patterns. The

research hypothesis, concerning the degree to which camping is

correlated with natural characteristics of the environment, was
analyzed by using multiple regression analysis.
The conclusions of this investigation were:
1.

Commercial parties tend to be larger (15-25 people) than
non-commercial (less than 15 people). The two groups dif-

fered substantially in type of boat used and slightly in their
length of stay within the study area.
2.

Commercial parties chose fewer campsites (26) than did noncommercial parties (45). Both groups tended to choose certain
campsites frequently. Campsite choice behavior for com-

mercial parties shows clustering. Non-commercial parties
were distributed along the entire river corridor.
3.

Two models, one for commercial parties and the other for

non-commercial parties, were formulated relating campsite
choice behavior to thirteen selected site characteristics of

river terraces. Five characteristics were significant
predictor variables for the dependent variable PARTY-NIGHTS
(number of parties spending one night) in both models. Eighty

percent of the variance (R2))

PARTY-NIGHTS was accounted

for in the commercial and forty-four percent (R2) accounted
for in the non-commercial model.
4.

Of =the five significant terms selected for each model, three

were the same variable. These were size of the campsite,
size of the tributary providing potable water to the location,
and boat landing.
5.

The significant correlation of site characteristics with amount
of camping occurring at the site for each group, permits the

research hypothesis to be retained. This hypothesis is:
A significant relationship exists between the amount of camping

occurring at river terraces and selected characteristics of

those river terraces.
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MODELS RELATING CAMPING TO RIVER TERRACE
CHARACTERISTICS ALONG THE
ROGUE SCENIC WATERWAY
I. INTRODUCTION

As pointed out more than two decades ago in American

Geography Inventory and Prospects (James and Jones, 1954, p. 255):

There is great need in the new field of recreational study
for careful analysis of recreational areas for the purpose
of depicting and explaining the patterns both of recreational structures and recreational activities. . . It
seems obvious that only by detailed observation and
mapping can the features that characterize recreational
areas be discovered, the kind of lands involved be
determined, and the real values of recreation. . .
be understood.

In recent years, several recreational geographers (Lucas, 1967;
Lime, 1969) and others (Beardsley, 1967; Shafer and Thompson,
1968) have described man's camping behavior with respect to the

characteristics of the natural environments in which the camping
occurs. The exploratory investigations undertaken to date have

provided empirical evidence of a relationship between auto-camping

and the characteristics of camping locations. However, two limitations of these previous investigations should be mentioned: (1) their
focus upon the behavior of social groups which engage in auto-

camping rather than non-auto camping, and (2) their tendency to
examine only aggregate group behavior rather than behavior of
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discernible sub-groups. As Lime (1969, p. 200) concluded in his
study of auto-campgrounds in the Superior National Forest,
Now that some insight has been obtained regarding the
processes by which people select a camping area, an
effort should be made to study either all or selected
more detail. This would permit
campgrounds in
a spatial analysis of campground use which would be
based on types or kinds of users rather than on aggregate
use alone. In this way it would be possible to determine
if discernible categories of people go to discernible
categories of campgrounds and how these patterns affect
the distribution of use among camping locations.

Based upon empirical evidence that a relationship exists
between auto-camping and selected characteristics of the campgrounds in which it occurs, and upon the lack of equivalent investi-

gations of non-auto-camping groups, this researcher assumes that
an investigation of the relationship between camping and the environ-

ment in which it occurs in non-auto-camping situations is merited.
An analysis of the relationship between camping in a river setting

and selected characteristics of the natural environment can further
assist in exploring man-environment relationships and provide the
basis for subsequent attempts to study camping along other river

corridors.
In the Pacific Northwest, the camping phenomena along the

Rogue River has been a subject of considerable interest (Doerksen,
1975; Pfister, 1975a and 1975b; Rogue River Study Group, 1974).

As one of the rivers originally designated in the National Wild and
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Scenic Rivers System Act (Public Law 90-542) and Oregon's Scenic
Waterways System (ORS 390.805

390.925), the Rogue River has

had a steady increase in total recreational use since the first complete census of river travelers was taken in 1973 as shown below
in Table 1.
Table 1.

Recreational Use of the Rogue Scenic Waterway Between
Grave Creek and Watson Creek, 1973-1975.

Number of Visitors per Year
Type of Group

1973

1974

1975

Change
1973-75

Commercial

3340

3714

4000

+ 20%

Non-Commercial

1002

1718

2520

+ 151%

Hikers

809

1236

1500

+

85%

Total

5151

6668

8020

+

56%

(Source: Bureau of Land Management, Medford, Oregon)
Problem Statement

Outdoor recreation in the river environment is a very recent
phenomena. Its popularity is not easily explained and the factors

influencing basic relationships about the phenomena have yet to be

identified (Doerksen, 1975; Pfister, 1975a and 1975b). For those
seeking explanations, two general levels of problems exist. On

the regional level, there is an absence of descriptive models to
empirically analyze the basic economic supply-demand relationship
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associated with participation in river-related outdoor recreation
opportunities.

On the local level, there is a lack of descriptive

models to empirically analyze basic man-environment relationships

for participants currently using river areas for outdoor recreation.
The models which might explain such relationships are interrelated in that both seek to describe human behavior but they
possess important differences concerning the conceptual and operational assumptions upon which they are formulated. The difference

between what has been described as normative and behavioral models
of decision-making has bearing upon whether one seeks to examine

regional or local level relationships associated with river recreation. In contrasting the differences between models, Sewell and

Rostron (1970, p. 26) point out:

Normative and behavioural models both attempt to explain
the selection of alternative courses of human behaviour;

the former, however, aims to prescribe what man's
behaviour ought to be, while the latter attempts to describe
and predict such behaviour. Normative models help to
explain, for example, what one ought to do to maximize
one's satisfactions, given certain assumptions about goals
and behaviour. Such an approach is especially appropriate 'where choice is conscious and information is available. Conscious choices involve analyzing the alternatives
to reach a particular end, usually specified as profit
maximization in the models of economic choice. Behavioural models on the other hand, help to explain how one

arrives at decisions, given less restrictive assumptions

about the goals sought and alternatives taken into account.
This approach is more pertinent where intuition plays a
large role, where choice is wide, and where the decision
is more habitual or unconscious.
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It seems apparent from the above discussion that in seeking
explanation for man's behavior one must initially contend with the

assumption of rationality and the degree to which it is applicable

to the behavior that is observed. One immediate consideration is
whether one seeks to explain individual or group behavior. Individual

behavior, which is the unit of observation in an economic decision-

making model, is not necessarily the same phenomena as the
behavior of social groups. Homans (in Borger and Cioffi, 1970,
p. 302-321) points this out in a discussion of economic decisionmaking situations.

One reason for the success of economics is that it deals
with rather easily measured variables: the quantities of
largely material goods and their prices. Another reason
has been of a quite different sort. Economic explanation
belongs to the psychological type, in the sense that economic propositions, such as the so-called laws of supply
and demand, can readily be shown to follow from the
rationality proposition (see Homans, 1961, p. 68-70).
Moreover, the latter is the only psychological assumption economics had felt the need to make, precisely
because the values of men and their perceptions could
largely be taken for granted in explaining the sorts of
phenomena economics was interested in . . . . The
rationality principle, as I have pointed out, is a psychological proposition in the sense that it refers to the
behaviour of men and not to the characteristics of social
groups or aggregates as such.
The assumption of rationality in a decision-making situation

appears most suitable to man's consumer behavior in the market
place of the industrialized world. It could also be an adequate basis

for examining the regional level problems associated with the
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supply-demand relationships for river recreation opportunities.
Situations do exist, however, where choices are made that do not
conform to the principle of rationality and instead, a more instinc-

tive choice process is in operation. Sewell and Rostron (1970, p. 2628) have observed that the

principal weakness of the traditional economic model
lies not in the techniques of measurement, but in the
assumption that men act rationally in making choices. In
many aspects of human affairs men do not appear to conform
to the kinds of decision rules specified in economic models.
The assumption is made, for example, that men seek to
maximize their satisfactions. Several observers have
commented that this is a severe abstraction from the way
in which men do in fact make decisions. They have criticized the concept of "economic man", emphasizing that
"allowance must be made for man's finite abilities to
perceive and store information".
.

.

.

Models of choice-making based on the concept of maximizing satisfactions seem most appropriate in situations
where one can hypothesize substantial conscious choices.
The view of rational economic man seems appropriate
in such instances. There are obviously many such situations in the resources management field. There are,
however, other instances where choice is less conscious,
and where instinctive choice processes are involved. In
such cases decision-making models based upon the assumption of "psychological man" seem more appropriate. Such
an approach is more suited to descriptive-predictive
models of human behaviour.

Camping along an isolated river corridor is a situation where
a choice process is involved. River travelers moving downstream
must choose where to stop and make camp in the riparian environ-

ment. The consequences of many groups frequently choosing certain

locations leads to such undesired resource management problems as
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crowding and environmental degradation (Pfister and Frenkel, 1974;
Aitchison, 1976). Although the consequences of choosing certain

locations over others has been observed, the description of possible
causes of the variation in the choosing of a camping location has not
yet been initiated. One could conceptualize the process of campsite

choice as either a rational decision-making process of "economic
man" or the more instinctive process of "psychological man"
responding to the alternative conditions found at camping locations.

The latter has been suggested to be more appropriate to recreational
behavior by Sewell and Rostron (1970, p. 28-29).

Choice-making in recreation may be different from
decision-making relating to other resource management
problems. It is not at all clear which category of choicemaking recreation fits. It is probably that in some cases
recreation involves conscious or "rational!' choice-making
and in others instinctive choice-making, Conscious
choices are made, for example, when values of alternatives are in fact evaluated in monetary terms. Such may
be the case in certain forms of entertainment such as
choices between going to the theatre or a hockey game.
Other choices are less conscious and the values involved
may be quite abstract. The individual may not be aware
of certain aspects of the recreation experience which in
part help motivate him initially to participate. The
distinction between unconscious and conscious choices
may be a function of motivation to pursue a particular
goal rather than of some class or activity. It is possible,
for example, that as the desire or motivation heightens,
so the decision-making becomes more irrational.
Given the deficiencies of economic models, and that
decision-making with respect to outdoor recreation is
often intuitive rather than conscious, behavioural
decision-making models may be much more helpful
than normative models.
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Several observations about the choice of camping locations

in a river environment would seem to favor the consideration of a

more flexible behavioral model as a basis for explanation. The
reasons that an instinctive response model may be more suitable
than a rational decision-making model are that:
(1)

Comparison of campsites is difficult prior to making a choice.

Each location must be considered either acceptable or
unacceptable at a single moment in time rather than evaluated
over an extended period of time. The point is that river

travelers are drifting downriver within an isolated linear

corridor. It is not possible to systematically inspect all
camping options and then rationally select the most amenable
location. Each opportunity to camp must be considered in

sequence with the knowledge that once it is rejected, it will not

be possible to return to that location.
(Z)

Group decisions are more likely to be intuitive than rational.

Each location must generally reflect the interest of the camping
party which is traveling together. It seems unlikely that a
group decision to stop at a camping location would rationally
maximize individual satisfaction (Borger and Cioffi, 1970,
p. 320-321). Rather the social psychology of a group would

more likely favor a campsite containing a set of conditions
intuitively acceptable to each member of the group.
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If these observations are tenable then the empirical research
problem is to describe and identify those recurring environmental

conditions that are correlated with the choice of campsites. What
factors in the environment appear to correlate with choice of a
camping location? Can one identify a number of environmental

factors that correlate with the frequency with which a location is
chosen for camping?
Objective of the Study

The primary objective of this study is to analyze the degree

to which camping is related to characteristics of the site. In order

to attain this objective, the research will (1) identify characteristics
of specific groups of river travelers, (2) identify if different
camping patterns exist for those specific groups of river travelers,
and (3) determine if the number of times a location is chosen is

related to selected characteristics of the campsite. For the latter
objective, models suitable for examining the relationship between

the amount of use a location receives and its natural site characteristics will be formulated.

River terraces as camping locations have been selected for
in-depth study since, excluding lodge accommodations, they offer

the only level areas available for camping within the study area.

Furthermore, river terraces represent the most common feature of
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the natural environment associated with camping in free flowing

river areas of the western United States.
Research Hypothesis

The research hypothesis of this investigation is that the
number of times a campsite is chosen by a group of river travelers

is correlated with natural characteristics of the site. Therefore,
the null hypothesis concerning camping and the research hypothesis

is stated as;
Ho;

No significant relationships exist between the amount of

camping occurring at a river terrace and selected

characteristics of that river terrace (coefficients of
correlation equal zero: b=0),
Ha;

A significant relationship exists between the amount of

camping occurring at a river terrace and selected

characteristics of that river terrace (coefficients of
correlation are greater than zero: WO).
Definition of Terms
Campsite Choice Behavior

is the explicit group action of choosing to stop and prepare a
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camp at a river terrace for the purpose of sleeping out-ofdoors.
Camping Party

is a social group that travels together downriver in boats for
the purpose of engaging in a variety of recreational behaviors
of which camping in the open air is but one type. Groups are

further classified as either: (1) Commercial--those groups
where a fee, charge, or other compensation is collected
by a guide or outfitter for services rendered and where

individuals travel as passengers in a boat licensed for hire,
or (2) Non-commercial--those groups not part of any profit-

making operation and where individuals travel as mutual
participants.
Campsite

is, in the traditional sense, the ground or spot on which tents,

huts, etc.

,

are erected for shelter. In this study "campsite"

is defined as any terrain suitable as a resting place (with or
without tents), greater than 100 square feet, and having a
potable water supply within a reasonable distance (5 minute

walk or less).
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River Terrace
refers to any topographic bench along a river formed by

fluvial, aeolian, or mass-wasting processes. If in proximity
to potable water, most river terraces are potential campsites.
Most terraces exist as unvegetated sand bars associated with
fluvial processes while some higher terraces exhibit soil
development and forest vegetation cover.

Site Characteristics

are biological, physical, or amenity traits associated with

a river terrace.
Site Code

is a means of locating sites sequentially along the river

corridor and employs the letter N or S to refer to north or
south bank respectively followed by a number designating the
site.

Letter-number designators were desirable because a

number of sites inventoried were nameless. Site names
are keyed to site codes in Appendix A.
Study Area

The study area for this investigation is the Rogue Scenic
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Waterway in Oregon--a popular, free-flowing river protected under
both state and federal legislation. Located in southwestern Oregon,

the eighty-four miles of the river that are protected are classified
by state legislation (ORS 390. 805

390. 925) into five river manage-

ment areas: natural, scenic, recreational, natural scenic view,

and river community. The study area has been described in detail
in the "Notice of Revised. Development and Management Plans"

(Federal Register, July 7,

1972).

Field investigations were con-

ducted in the "Natural River Area, " which begins at the confluence

of Grave Creek and terminates at Watson Creek.

1

At least seventy-

five campsites are present along this thirty-five mile river segment,
and a substantial number of visitors are attracted to the area each
year as shown in Table 1, (p. 3).

The linear attribute of the study area is a significant asset
to research methodology as discussed in Chapter IV. Liaison with
numerous agency officials was a mixed blessing in terms of research
design. Divergent points of view are held by the agencies with

regards to controlling camping activity along the river corridor
and the overall management of the land and water resources within
the study area involves the cooperation of four state and two federal

Under federal legislation, the identical eighty-four miles of
the river is classified into three river management areasrecreational, scenic, and wild--and the study area is classified
as a "Wild River Area" (PL 90- 542).
1
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agencies (Pfister and Frenkel, 1975, p. 4041). One of the agencies,
the Oregon State Marine Board, requested that research be conducted
to explore questions concerning recreational use of the river
corridor, including camping in the riparian environment. The
study area was delineated in the contract awarded to the Department
of Geography, Oregon State University by the Oregon State Marine
Board.

15

Figure 1.

Relative Location of the Rogue River Drainage
Basin and the Area Selected for Study.
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II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

In the past ten years, several approaches have been employed
in scientific investigations concerned with the interaction of man,

engaged in various forms of recreational behavior, and the natural
setting. Some evidence of the variety in the approaches selected

by researchers investigating man-environment interactions, whether
behavioral, ecological, psychological, etc. , can be noted in research
publications which apply the concept of carrying capacity to an out-

of-doors recreational setting (Speight, 1973; Stankey and Lime, 1973;
Hammon et al, , 1974). Further evidence of the variety of approaches

available to researchers can be seen in texts for outdoor recreation
planning (Driver, 1968), outdoor recreation economics (Clawson and

Knetsch, 1966), recreational geography (Lavery, 1974), in general

readers on outdoor recreation-leisure phenomena (Jensen and
Thorstenson, 1972; Gray and Pelegrino, 1973; Fischer et al. , 1974),
and in multidisciplinary readers concerned with human behavior and
the environment (e.g. , Sims and Baumann, 1974). In this chapter the
review of literature will predominantly focus upon published material
associated with a behavioral approach to man-environment interaction.
As Wohlwill (1970, p. 304) has observed, man has

developed diverse forms of adjustment and adaptation to
environmental conditions. [He may] exhibit temporary
and permanent responses of approach to and avoidance of
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or escape from given environmental situations, ranging
all the way from recreation and tourism to migration to
the suburbs, or to a different part of the country.

The emphasis of this chapter will be on a general review of

literature pertaining to characteristics of water-oriented environments, the relationship between recreational behavior and site variables, and the relationship between landscape preference and site
variables. The purpose is to present previous findings and outline
information that is incorporated into subsequent chapters. In addition, a conceptualization of recreation behavior and the environment
is examined in order to define the framework for this investigation.

Characteristics of Water-Oriented Environments
As pointed out in a recent article by David Lime (1974, p. 62),

"Water is desirable both to look at and to play in and is the focal point
of many recreational activitie s including camping. Water increases the
attraction of both whole campgrounds and individual campsites.

.

Perhaps the greatest asset of camping along the Rogue Scenic Waterway is that all camping opportunities are all water-oriented. Further-

more, most protected rivers in the West have river terraces resembling small beaches that are suitable for camping.
In his investigation of ocean beaches at Cape Cod National
Recreation Area, Hecock (1969) suggests that recreational use

patterns could be related to site characteristics. The attributes of
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the beaches considered in his study were aggregated to describe a
composite shoreline condition. As the author reports (p. 246):

Cape Cod beaches are admirably suited to measurement
of the effect of physical attributes of beaches upon visitation. Within short distances, visitors can choose among
sites having cold water, heavy surf, steep gradients,
and those having warm water, steep gradients, and no
surf. One might hypothesize that beaches of differing
physical characteristics may have a substantial effect
upon beach selection decisions.
Unfortunately, the purpose of Hecock's study was not to explain

beach selection based upon physical attributes of the beach so this
hypothesis was not tested. Furthermore, because many separate

variables were aggregated into dichotomous groups, the potential

utility of physical characteristics as environmental variables in his
study were minimal. The study did, however, suggest a relationship

between perceptual characteristics of beaches and variation in use.
This relationship will be considered in greater detail in the following
section.

Leopold (1969a, 1969b) reports the results of a quantitative

assessment of river and river valley characteristics for twelve
sites in the State of Idaho. His field evaluation included three

general categories--physical, biologic, and human interest features- yielding a total of twenty-eight bio-physical variables and eighteen

perceptual variables for each inventoried site. The purpose of his
study was to compare eleven localities along Idaho Rivers that
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contained "spectacular landscape types" with a predetermined
locality within Hells Canyon of the Snake River. His research contri-

butes substantially to methodology concerned with field techniques
and measurement procedures which can be employed in quantifying

site characteristics. Furthermore, seven of the twelve localities
inventoried are within corridors of river areas protected by federal
law or are being studied for inclusion into the federal Wild and
Scenic Rivers System. Leopold's data analysis procedure is entirely

oriented towards generating "uniqueness ratios" for the aesthetic

qualities of landscape units and is not, therefore, concerned with

explaining recreational use patterns along a river corridor. Nonetheless, the detailed field methods formulated in his study provide
information that has been utilized elsewhere.

Dearinger (1973) reports the most recent results of his study
of fifty-eight streams in Kentucky in which he applied Leopold's
method for determining a uniqueness ratio but employed different

statistical procedures for data analysis. Thirty-seven landscape
variables associated with sites along small, free-flowing streams in
Kentucky were evaluated; seventeen were bio-physical characteristics

(labeled by the author as physical and water quality measures), and

twenty were perceptual characteristics (labeled as aesthetic impres-

sion, disvalues, and land use measures). The purpose of this part
of Dearinger's study was "to reduce the number of stream
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characteristics to the minimum number that would still permit unique-

ness to be reliably determined" (p. 96). The author concludes that
Leopold's method (p. 97)

does provide an objective means for evaluating small
streams. The evaluation is, of course, dependent upon
the relative merits or demerits of the other streams in
the sample.
One important difference between Leopold's study and the work

by Dearinger can be attributed to the latter's utilization of factor
analysis to generate factor loadings for the variables (the site

characteristics). The factors generated by him were subsequently
used in a user preference study which Dearinger conducted concurrently with the testing of Leopold's uniqueness ratio method. In

reporting his results of the "factor score approach", Dearinger
concluded (p. 116):

It may well be that this approach, which utilizes the same
data as the uniqueness ratio method, offers the best
practical hope for actually quantifying the relative "value"

o; a small stream. .

.

.

Application of the method in other geographic areas would
probably require some additional changes in the list of
stream characteristics. . . It is also likely that the
less significant factors isolated in the analysis may be
interpreted differently than in this study--this would
depend on the size and diversity of the stream sample
as well as on the characteristics evaluated. Basically,
however, the idea is a valid one and should be further

tested or, better yet, applied in a real life situation.

Application of those methods and techniques in a "real life

situation" is precisely the nature of this proposal. It can be readily
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shown that the work carried out by Leopold and expanded upon by

Dearinger facilitated the improvement of field methodology by the
application of quantitative techniques and by the identification of

uniqueness ratios for landscape units. Thus, their exploratory
studies have provided the opportunity to apply the methodology in

inquiries concerned with the relationship between camping behavior

and the characteristics of river terraces which have campsites.
Relationships Between Recreation Behavior
and Site Variables

A chronological review of published literature to date has
uncovered one empirical investigation which examined the relation-

ship between recreation behavior and site characteristics at beaches
(He cock, 1966, 1969) and four investigations of camping as related

to site variables (Lucas, 1967; Beardsley, 1967; Shafer and
Thompson, 1968; Lime, 1969 and 1971).

In 1964, a formulative study was initiated by Hecock (1969)

to examine use patterns at several beaches within Cape Code National
Recreation Area.

His purpose was to explore two basic questions:

What is the extent of beach to beach variation in
characteristics of beach visitors? and (2) To what
can these variations be attributed?
(1)

The site characteristics incorporated in his study were accessibility,
character of nearby development, facilities, physical attributes,
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and crowding. Ten study sites were selected and ninety visitor

interviews were conducted at each site. The results indicated a

significant relationship between the physical attributes of beaches

and the distribution of visitors. Hecock states (1969, p. 248):
Beaches which had physical characteristics such as
high dunes on the forebeach, or beaches which had
spectacular surf or broad expanses of glistening white
sand, were deemed to be high in characteristics of
natural beauty. There appears to be a significant
relationship between these characteristics and the
distribution of visitors with high socio- economic
attributes, specifically those in highly-paid, highlyeducated managerial, or professional-technical occupation categories (Table 7). This gives some credence
to the notion that such "higher class" citizens are more
demanding in terms of aesthetics (Peterson and Neumann
1969).

An equally important observation resulting from this formulative

investigation is the author's concluding remark (p. 249):

Perhaps new, more pertinent criteria for classification
of recreational resources should be developed in order
to account for differences in user behavior. Finally,
. more attention should be focused on the differences
.

which exist between what people do and what they say
they do.

Lucas (1967) analyzed variation in use patterns for recreationists using auto-campgrounds in the Huron-Manistee National

Forests in Michigan. His descriptive study included twenty-two
campgrounds and revealed (p.

18)

sixty-nine percent of the variation between campgrounds
in use per unit could be accounted for by four factors-number of individual campsites, type of water body on
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which campground was located, length of swimming
beach, and road distance to the nearest Great Lake.

In the same year, Beardsley (1967) also analyzed variation in

camping use patterns for recreationists visiting auto-campgrounds.
His descriptive study included twenty-one campgrounds in central
Colorado and the findings indicate that (p.
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facilities within one-fourth mile of a recreationally usable
water body received as much as three times the occupancy
rate as those not near water. Other site and situational
variables studied showed no significant relationship to
levels of occupancy.
The following year, Shafer and Thompson (1968, p. 383)

investigated the relationship between camper use and 40
physical site characteristics of twenty-four Adirondack
campgrounds. . . . Regression analysis related average annual visitor-days per campground to factors
containing campground size and associated waterrecreation variables.

In the final regression model three variables proved significant
in describing the dependent variable, average annual total visitor-

days per site (p. 387). The variables were the number of designated
campsites, area of land and water at the swimming beach, plus an
interaction term not labelled. In discussing the results, the authors
point out that the dependent variable (total visitors at any one
campground) is almost entirely dependent upon a single predictor

variable (the number of campsites squared) to an overwhelming
degree (r = 0. 97). In their conclusion, they further highlight another

aspect of the variables selected in their model (p. 390).
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We would like to stress the noticeable absence of any
sociological or economic criteria in the development
of the recreation use models. Undoubtedly, there are
aesthetic and other non-monetary values inextricably
woven into certain aspects of the physical environment.
The effects of these intangible environmental values on
society are not disputed. Nevertheless, the present
models were developed from an observed pattern of
visitation rates in relation to quantitative measures of
campground environments. . . under any given s et of
environmental conditions.
Then Lime (1969) initiated still another investigation of autocampground for the purpose of determining (p. 5)

how the characteristics of a recreation site and its location interact and influence the distribution of campers
among the auto-campgrounds of the Superior National
Forest of northeast Minnesota.

Lime's study considered three major categories of characteristics applicable to auto-campgrounds.

These were physical and

man-made attributes of the site and accessibility to service centers.
The results obtained for twenty-nine campgrounds sampled in his
study led to the formulation of a regression model which explained
seventy-seven percent of the variance in campground occupancy.

The model contained three predictor variables which were highly
significant (0.05 level). Of the original twenty-five variables

(X 's), the three selected in the model were X 1 = Number of
fish species the water body adjacent to the campground was well
known for, X2 = Calendar year initially opened to public camping

(last two digits), and X, = Percent of the individual campsites which
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were waterfront campsites. Moreover, Lime (1971, p. 10) reports
The percentage of waterfront campsites was by far the
most useful predictor in the model. . . . Although the
added effect of the other two attributes was statistically
significant, their contribution was small. In fact, when
the percentage of waterfront campsites was considered
alone, it accounted for sixty-five percent of the variation
in percent occupancy between campgrounds.

The

statistical significance of water as an attraction of campgrounds is consistent with other studies (Beardsley,
1967, Shafer and Thompson,1968, Lucas, 1970).
From the review of these five empirical investigations of the

interaction of the recreationists and the characteristics of the areas
they use, one might suggest that two site characteristics frequently
explain variation in use among auto-campgrounds. The first

characteristic appears to be simply a result of the useable acreage
and design of a campground: total number of designated campsites.

The second characteristic is the presence of a sand beach area
suitable for swimming. Thus, the useable acreage at a campground

and the area of a swimming beach have been important predictor

variables in investigations of auto-camping and may merit future
consideration (Table 2).

Relationship Between Landscape Preference
and Site Variables
Shafer et al. (1969) examined the relationship between land-

scape preference and site variables found in photographs of the

natural environment. He concluded that it seemed possible to

Table 2. Characteristics Explaining the Choice of Camping Locations for Auto-Campers in
Studies Reported Between 1967 and 1975.

Predictor Variables
x1
Lucas
(1967)

Beardsley
(1967)

=

X3 =

X2 =

Length of swimming beach
(X4 = road distance to
Great Lakes)

Number of individual 'campsites

Type of water
near campground

Recreationally
useable water

(Analysis procedure undetermined)

body

Shafer and Thompson
(1968)

Lime
(1971)

Sum of land area
and water area of
entire swimming
beach
r = 0.35

Total number of
designated campsites

Interaction term (no, of
islands accessible by
motor boat from camp-

r =0.97

r = 0.57

Number of fish
species in adjacent
body of water
r = 0.08

Calendar year
area opened to

Percent waterfront
campsites

ground)

public

r = 0.07

r = 0.84
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quantify landscape aesthetics and (2) to predict preference based
upon selected landscape variables. These landscape variables were
separate visual zones within a photograph. Shafer et al., reports

six variables, yielding ten terms, were selected in his "natural
landscape preference model" and this model explained sixty-six

percent of the variation in landscape-preference scores. Three of
the selected variables represented vegetation measurements, two
were non-vegetation measurements, and one was the area of any

kind of water. Because six of the ten terms employed in the preference model were interaction terms (each consisting of two vari-

ables), some difficulties exist in interpreting the landscape quality
which was quantified. In discussing the variation not explained by

the model (totaling 33%), the authors (p. 15) noted
. . . (it) may have been caused by the respondents'
personal preferences and past experiences. To eliminate this type of variation, a sample from stratified
populations of recreationists could be used. However,
such stratifications may seriously restrict the use of
the results for planning purposes because the results
would apply to the substratum from which they were
derived.

Recently, the natural landscape preference model was again
tested for validity using new subjects (Thayer et al., undated- awaiting publication). Based upon two experiments, the authors

concluded that Shafer's model can predict "positive aesthetic

preference for photographs of landscape scenes" but that the model
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"could not be considered a predictor of negative aesthetic preference,

or dislike, for photographs of landscape scenes." Of possible
further interest to this study is the author's conclusion that (p. 6)
both experiments showed that only one variable, the area
of water zone, seemed to have any consistently logical
effect on both preference and lack of preference.
As a follow-up to Shafer's research, Dearinger (1973)
initiated a natural landscape preference study in Kentucky in which

he incorporated the areal variables identified by Shafer et al. (1969)
and classificatory variables suggested by Litton (1968), Rabinowitz
and Coughlin (1970), and himself (1973, p. 52-53). Using multiple

regression procedures, Dearinger let landscape preferences scores
from several stratified sample groups serve as the dependent variable and employed twelve independent variables to explain the

variance. In his project, 371 people rated various subsets of the

ninety-five study slides. In interpreting the relationship between

landscape variables and preference scores, Dearinger (1973, p.
113-114) offers four conclusions which merit attention

In the hierarchy of natural scenery, a scene that includes
moving water (as in a riffle, rapids or waterfall) is
almost always preferred over one that includes still
water (lakes and creek pools) or no water at all; the
degree of preference, (as used here) being measured
by the score on Factor I, Natural Scenic Beauty.

Landscapes that are naturally barren, like deserts,
lava flows, wintry pastures, etc. , are usually rated

very low on the scenic beauty scale. The presence of
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running water in a barren rocky gorge or even in a
snowy landscape tends to mitigate the low rating.
Familiar or commonplace scenes are often rated
neutral or lower [by locals] even though they may
appear quite beautiful to an outsider.
Different groups of people agree on what constitutes
a very beautiful or very ugly scene but disagree about
scenes that are neither one or [ sic] the other.
Conceptualization of Recreation Behavior

The phrase "recreation behavior study" and its definition was
recently proposed by Chubb (in van der Smissen, 1975, p. 130) as

a replacement for the phrase "user study" because the latter appears
to have lost its usefulness. According to Chubb,
A recreation behavior study is any scientific investigation
which attempts to gather information concerning the
behavior or potential behavior or characteristics of
participants or potential participants where the primary
goal is a better understanding of recreation behavior. . .

This represents a comprehensive definition of behavior as it
relates to recreational phenomena. With respect to this investiga-

tion, it becomes useful to consider also the type of relationship that
occurs between recreation behavior and the environment in which it
takes place. In one context it is possible to consider the relative
duration of the relationship during which the man-environment

interaction occurs. Heimstra and McFarling (1974, p. 118) have
observed,
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we can think of these interactions as falling into two
general categories: temporary interactions and permanent
interactions. For example, a visit to a national park or
.

.

wilderness area, or to a regional park or recreation area,
for most persons would involve a temporary interaction;
for park rangers and other persons associated with these
areas, a more permanent interaction would be involved.

The growth in outdoor recreation phenomena offers an opportunity to

examine further the implications of distinguishing between temporary

and permanent interactions in a man-environment relationship.
One could hypothesize that if environmental factors influence

behavior, undeveloped public land--back-country areas, wilderness,

scenic waterways, and natural recreation areas--would be an ideal
setting to examine the man-environment interaction. Such situations
would reduce the opportunity for immediate reliance upon the cultural

contrivances and artifacts that permit man to shelter himself from
the natural environmental stimuli which surround him.
River Campsite Choice Behavior

By definition, the term behavior applies to actions taken by

organisms on specific occasions in response to external and some-

times superficial stimulations (Morris, 1970, p. 120; Neilson et al. ,
1943, p. 246). Thus, behavior involves actions and is observable.

Campsite choice behavior can then be defined as the action taken

by boating parties in a river situation when they choose a camp.
The point is that choice behavior only applies to those actions
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associated with making camp--choice of location and erection of

shelter--and it may involve a response to external stimulation.
In contrast to the above behavioral definition, others may

prefer to organize their observations around the term "camping
experience". This term is used more for symbolic meaning and

tends to encompass a variety of intrinsic and extrinsic aspects of
an aggregate of activities--hiking, boating, fishing, fire building,
eating, relaxing, etc. The implication is that all these activities

are part of the experience of "camping" in a natural setting. The
phrase "camping experience" may have its greatest popularity with

those commercial river outfitters in business to market opportunities
for camping experiences. However, the phrase is not rooted in
behavioral science and, therefore, is of questionable utility to the

researcher interested in campsite choice behavior.
Two reasons can be offered for exercising caution in adopting

such a phrase for research on choice behavior.
1.

The attributes associated with the "camping experience" are
in fact independent activities not at all contingent upon camping.

Recreationists can engage in swimming, boating, fishing,

eating, socializing, etc. , without ever camping. The premise
that camping is the activity that synthesizes or facilitates the

other activities is not readily defensible.
2.

The symbolic meaning conveyed by the term "camping
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experience" is perhaps more adequately conceptualized in

the "multiple-satisfactions" approach to recreational experiences (Potter and Hendee, 1970). In the latter approach, all

possible activities, including camping, are considered as
individual items that contribute to overall satisfaction of a

recreational experience. In their research, the "hunting
experience" was a product of several dimensions, or elements,
that contribute to hunting satisfaction. The relative importance
of different elements of hunting enabled them to characterize

various types of hunting experiences.

Thus, if one decides to observe the actions taken by recrea-

tionists in reference to a particular choice activity, it would be
appropriate to discuss the phenomena in terms of "behavior". Should

the intent be to characterize intrinsic and extrinsic elements of a
composite river camping experience, and the degree to which

activities contribute to satisfaction, then the adoption of the term
"experience" would be appropriate. In this research, the concern

is with campsite choice behavior rather than the aggregate camping
experience.
Man' s Behavioral Environment

The general concept "environment" is complex and subject to

multiple interpretations. For this reason, it is considered important
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to clarify in this section the meaning associated with it in this
investigation. The purpose is to give a perspective to the meaning

of behavioral environment.

The first distinction of importance in considering the concept
of environment is the difference between a broad popularized mean-

ing that includes the total surroundings of an organism in contrast
to the more specific meaning that only includes "those portions of

the surroundings which 'may' or do directly affect the organism"
(Spomer, 1973, p. 200). The latter definition is the most appropriate

and of direct interest to those involved with environmental analysis
(Mason and Langenheim, 1957). That portion of the environment that

directly impinges upon an organism can also be described as the
operational environment. In discussing the meaning of the opera-

tional environment, Mason and Langenheim (1957, p. 330) state

only those phenomena that actually enter a relation
with a particular organism, constitutes the environment
of that organism. Because it is concerned only with such
phenomena as are immediately and directly operationally
significant to a given organism, we speak of it as the
'operational environment' of that organism.
.

.

In this way, the authors state that the analytically useful concept
of environment is synonymous with the meaning of operational
environment. Thus, when reference is made herein to the phrase,

man-environment relationship, the meaning associated with
"environment" is the operational environment.
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In this research, that portion of his surroundings to which man
responds is of primary concern. Further clarification of that portion
of the environment associated with behavior has been discussed by
Saarinen (1969, p. 5). He describes a "nested set of environments",

as formulated earlier by Sonnefeld (1968), and states that the
operational environment

consists of the portions of the world which impinge on
man, influencing his behavior in some way or another
whether or not he is aware of it. The portion of the operational environment of which man is aware of the perceptual
environment. The awareness may be derived either from
learning and experience or from physical sensitivity to
environmental stimuli. Thus, at this level a portion of
the environment is symbolic rather than objectively measureable. The least-inclusive level is the behavioral environment, the portion which elicits a behavioral response or
toward which behavior is directed. In distinguishing the
behavioral environment, one's thinking is directed towards
a consideration of the behaviorally significant and behaviorally insignificant elements of the environment.
.

.

.

The above description by Saarinen is shown in Figure 2. Thus,
the behavioral environment can be viewed as part of the perceptual

environment, and both are interrelated parts of the operational
environment. This description of the concept of environment should

provide a conceptual basis for the synthesis of the perceptual and

behavioral research findings reviewed earlier in this chapter and

serve for discussion of the behavioral environment in the following
chapters.
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Nested Set of Environments (Sonnenfeld, 1968
as cited in Saarinen, 1969).
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III. DESCRIPTIVE CAMPSITE CHOICE MODEL

The purpose of this chapter is to identify man-environment
relationships involving choice situations in the river setting and

to present a descriptive campsite choice model. Observations
will
about man-environment relationships within the study area
be introduced.

The observations will be classified and general-

ized in order to formulate two components of the descriptive
the man component, and

(2)

campsite choice model:

(1)

environment component.

Along with the presentation of the

the

order
general model, the research hypothesis will be highlighted in

to reflect the nature of this investigation.
Choice Situations
In examining man-environment relationships it is worthwhile

to mention that there are several choice situations that occur in the
river corridor. For example, groups making river trips encounter
the
a number of choice situations such as where to stop for lunch,

best route through a rapids, locations to explore, to fish, to
situations arise it is
swim and other similar situations. When those
possible to observe the actions that are taken and to suggest the

possible interrelationships between a man and an environment
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visually in Figure
component of choice behavior. This idea is shown
Each of the situations shown in Figure 3 could be interpreted
with respect to both a man component part of the model and an
3.

environmental component of the model. In describing campsite

choice, for example, it is possible to observe certain characteristics
applicable to man in that camping situation and certain characterSuch observaistics of the environment in which the choice occurs.
tions would be equally applicable to alternative choice behaviors that

are identified in Figure 3. The information that is contained in
either component, man or environment, will be influenced by the
formulattype of choice behavior that is observed. For the purpose of
consider what informaing a campsite choice model, we should now

First, let us
tion may be contained in each of these components.
consider the man component of the model.
Man Component of a Descriptive Campsite Choice Model

In order to examine this component of the descriptive model
it is necessary to identify (1) the population that is of interest,
population, and (3) the charac(2) the unit of observation within the

teristics of the unit of observation applicable to campsite choice,
these items will
The identification and description of each of
contribute to the formulation of a descriptive campsite choice model.
For example, the Rogue River population consists of commercial
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Selected Examples
of Choice Situations:
011111111111PIMOW

Camping Location

Lunch Stop

ENYMOIMMENT
CAMPING PARTY

Exploration of
Tributaries

.TERRESTIAL
ATMOSPHERIC

IN DIVID UAL

Route Through Rapids
AQUATIC

Fishing Spot

Swimming Location

Figure 3.

Components of Descriptive Model Showing a ManEnvironment Relationship for Choice Situations in
a River Setting.
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and non-commercial river travelers. The commercial population
has a long history of use on the river and such use is identifiable
through records on the number of licensed outfitters offering com-

mercial river trips. Non-commercial use is a more recent category of river travel and appears to be increasing rapidly. Total
number of non-commercial boaters is not currently readily identi-

fiable in that this group is not regulated by the agencies managing

the river. The unit of observation for these two populations could
either be the "camping party", that is people traveling as a group
on the river, or, the "individual members" of the group. Each of
these units of observation has a different set of characteristics
associated with it. Camping is a group activity in the river corridor,

as it is also in other recreation settings (Burch, 1965; Burch and
Wenger, 1967; La Page, 1969; Shafer, 1969). Thus, the camping
party is the logical unit of observation with respect to a descriptive
campsite choice model. Since groups are comprised of individuals,

the role of individuals within the social structure of the group will

be considered and included as part of the model.
As a unit of observation the camping party can be described in

terms of several characteristics. Those characteristics of
importance to the choice of a campsite might include the size of the
camping party, the type of boat(s) in which they travel, the length

of stay within the area, the amount of time occupied in boating on
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the river versus participating in other activities, and the character-

istics of social structure, such as the decision-making authority
and the homogeneity of the camping party.

The size of the camping party can, of course, influence the

amount of area that it needs to camp and therefore the selection
of a site would be perhaps proportionate to the size of the party.
The type of boat that the party travels in has two possible influences
on the camping party. It influences the maneuverability of the boat

with respect to being able to land it in a variety of circumstances
and it also influences the type of activities the party might engage

in along the river; e. g. , kayaks are favorable for skill-testing
activities, driftboats for fishing, and rafts for floating. The length
of stay within the study area will influence either the number of

sites chosen or the number of nights spent at a campsite. The
daily float time that a camping party spends on the river is,

of

course, a factor that is complimentary to the amount of time spent
in other activities. The amount of time allocated to floating any
one day will affect the distance a party might cover that day. The
amount of float time is influenced by the amount of time spent in

non-float activities such as exploration of a certain terrace or
canyon, swimming at a particular location, fishing, or "playing"

in the rapids as the kayakists do simply because of the maneuverability of the boat and the skill-testing opportunity the whitewater
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sections of the river offer. There are a number of activities that
might compete with the time spent in transit or floating on the river.

Likewise, the time of day that the party puts into the water on a
given day can also affect daily float time.

The decision-making authority as a characteristic of the camp-

ing party can be inferred to some degree just by identification of the
population. For instance, the commercial population is characterized

by a group of passengers paying a licensed outfitter to guide and

organize the river trip. The guide, in essence, is the decisionmaker with respect to what proportion of time is spent moving on the

river, where the group stops, and where they camp overnight. This
type of decision-making could be characterized as tending towards

an autocratic decision-making process. It is possible, on the other

hand, to characterize non-commercial camping trips as either an
autocratic or a democratic decision-making process. It is unknown
whether or not non-commercial parties have a strong single leader
within the group or whether they are a group of participants of equal
capability and authority. These characteristics are shown in

Figure 4.
The individual member within the camping party is another
unit of observation. The individual can be characterized by his

socio-economic characteristics, psychological disposition, and
prior knowledge or experience in river camping situations. Based
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POPULATION

UNIT OF
OBSERVATION

CHARACTERISTICS

Party Size

COMMERCIAL

Boat Type

CAMPING

Length of Stay

PARTY

Amount of Daily Float Time
NONCOMMERCIAL

Characteristics of Social Structure

Figure 4.

MAN Component of a Descriptive Campsite Choice
Model Showing Commercial and Non-Commercial
Strata of the Population, the Camping Party as the
Unit of Observation, and Characteristics of the
Camping Party.
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upon the review of literature in Chapter II, it is easy to understand

how social, economic, and psychological characteristics of an
individual might potentially influence his perception of the river
environment and his behavior within it. Likewise, the individual

characteristics of prior knowledge or experience in river camping

situations, particularly if the previous experience has occurred in
the study area, may influence the perception or behavior of that
individual. This might also be a factor in influencing the choice

of a camping location. On occasion, fatigue of the individual

handling the boat may introduce a physiological variable that

characterizes the physical state of that person. However, the degree
to which any of the aforementioned characteristics influence the

choice of a campsite can be considered as contingent upon a previously mentioned characteristic of the camping party--the decisionmaking process. It is assumed, of course, that a passenger in a
boat in which the decision-making process is more autocratic than

democratic will have less influence upon choice of campsite.
In a non-commercial camping party, depending on the social

group structure, individual characteristics of each member of the
camping party may have an opportunity to contribute to overall
decisions such as the choice of a camping location. This element
of the general model is exemplified in Figure 5.
In summary, one could describe the information contained in
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1

Figure 5.

Prior Experience
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MAN Component of a Descriptive Campsite Choice
Model Showing Commercial and Non-Commercial
Strata of the Population, the Camping Party as the
Unit of Observation with Consideration of the Role
of the Individual, and Characteristics of this
Complex Unit.
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the MAN component of the descriptive campsite choice model in

accordance with the population of interest, the unit of observation

within the population, and the characteristics of the unit of observation. In this regard, it can be noted in Figure 5 that the population

can be described as commercial or non-commercial and that the

camping party as a unit of observation has several major characteristics that are germane to campsite choice. Those characteristics
include size of the group, boat type, length of time within the study area,

amount of time spent floating the river and the decision-making
process by which choice behavior may be facilitated. The indi-

vidual as a member of a camping party may be described by socioeconomic and psychological characteristics as well as prior knowledge. The degree to which these characteristics can contribute

to campsite choice is dependent upon the decision-making process
of the camping party.
Environment Component of a Descriptive Campsite Choice Model
The ENVIRONMENT component being considered in the camp-

site choice model is the behavioral environment and this consists
of a variety of environmental variables or conditions that may
directly or indirectly influence human behavior. In Chapter II,

literature describing the perceptual and the behavioral environment

suggests that a number of characteristics may be correlated with
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either behavior or perceptual preferences. In that the behavioral
environment is part of the perceptual environment, some variables
are applicable to both. Previous research would suggest that

physical, biological, and amenity variables associated with the

terrestrial environment are important characteristics of the
relationship between man's behavior and the environment in which

it occurs (Hecock, 1966; Lucas, 1967; Beardsley, 1967; Shafer
and Thompson, 1968; Lime, 1969). In addition, some meteorological

characteristics, such as wind and temperature, have been suggested
as important to recreational behavior (Lime, 1971; van Lier, 1973).

Perceptual characteristics of water in the landscape have been
identified as important characteristics (Shafer, 1969; Dearinger,
1973). Thus, a variety of environmental variables associated

with the terrestrial,aquatic, or atmospheric elements of the environment can be considered as potentially important characteristics to
campsite choice. Several classes of environmental variables

associated with the terrestrial, aquatic, or atmospheric elements
of the environment are shown in Figure 6.

Terrestrial variables represent a major category of environmental factors that can directly affect many outdoor recreational
activities both directly and indirectly. As shown in Figure 6,

river terrace variables represent environmental factors that may
be related to campsite choice.
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Meteorological
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Micro-climate

River Variables

Aquatic
Environment

ENVIRONMENT Component of a Descriptive Campsite
Choice Model Showing Elements of the Environmental

Factors and Categories.
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Selected information describing the terrestrial conditions,
often in an imprecise way, is readily available in guide books for
those groups inclined to read about camping in the area prior to

making a trip. Arighi (1974, p. 158) describes how
large grassy meadows break the monotony of the forested
hills, and crystal clear side streams form lovely dells of
ferns and flowers. The river water itself is a disappointment; pollutants from upstream towns like Grant's Pass
often make it turbid and unappetizand algae growths.
[Yet] the Rogue has an interesting assortment
. .
ing.
of campsites including sand beaches, meadows, oak
groves, and some strange wild rocky spots.
.

In a similar fashion, Jenkinson (1973, p. 39) informs his

readers that the study area has
It is good to camp close
. . . numerous fine campsites.
to a side stream, of which there are many, as it is not
advisable to drink the water [of the Rogue River].

The campsites, or river terraces, where tributary streams
enter the Rogue River are truly a common feature of the study area

and occur, on the average, at the rate of two terraces per river
mile. They vary considerably with regards to their natural

characteristics much like the rest of the riparian environment.
Physical and biological attributes of the terraces offer a variety
of environmental variables of possible interest to camping parties.
These differences include the amount of potable water available, its

distance from the campsite, the presence of shade, availability of

firewood, and characteristics of vegetative ground cover. Some
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terraces are readily visible and accessible from the river while
others are not. The campsites vary in size as well as the amount
of beach area available for landing one or more boats.
Certain meteorological conditions as represented by the
atmospheric category of the environmental component may also
directly influence the choice of a location to camp. Temperature,

sunshine, humidity, wind, rainfall, and other similar variables act
as external stimuli upon groups camping in the out-of-doors. This

is certainly true in the river corridor where some micro-climatic
variables require the recreationist to respond to subtle changes in
the environment. In the study area, two conditions, temperature

and wind, were observed during field investigations to influence

recreationists in the late afternoon as well as in the early morning.
These conditions can serve to exemplify the periodic influence of

meteorological variables.

In the late afternoon, steep valley walls begin to cast shadows

across the river and the direct rays of the sun no longer fall upon
groups floating downriver. With this comes a decrease in warmth

which can be readily felt by the recreationist. For those clad
only in bathing suits and equivalent clothing, the temperature
change can encourage the adoption of additional clothing and perhaps

stimulate the group to begin considering where they want to stop
and make camp for the evening. In the morning, a reverse tendency
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can be observed.

Groups usually allow the warming rays of the sun

to fall upon the river as the sun attains a higher attitude above the
horizon before they leave their campsite. Perhaps the warmth of

the sunshine in the morning compensates for the cooler air tempera-

ture near the river. A second example of a meteorological condition
which influences camping parties in the river corridor is wind.
In the afternoon, sea breezes are funneled into the valley of
the Rogue River and frequently penetrate the entire study area. For
those floating in the inflatable rafts, the force of the wind blowing

upstream can slow, if not halt, progress downstream in some still

water reaches of the river. The strength of the wind was sufficient
on several occasions that this researcher had considerable difficulty
paddling an inflatable kayak.

2

The wind can reduce personal comfort as well as inhibit

progress for those paddling in still water sections of the river.

On

days when the wind is strong, camping groups may be stimulated

to stop early and choose locations offering some shelter from the
breeze. Protection from the wind may be important to campers
2

The double bladed paddle used with inflatable kayaks can
be rotated so the blades may be parallel or off-set at a 90 degree
angle. When in the off-set position the exposed blade is angled
as to reduce wind resistance. This was necessitated on several
occasions by the sea breezes which periodically blow very strong
within the study area.
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since sea breezes are generally gusty and this would interfere with
cooking the evening meal besides reducing personal comfort. Thus,

wind is another meteorological variable potentially exerting influence
in situations pertaining to campsite choice. In early spring and fall
rain may be an important meteorological condition influencing choice
of camp location but during the summer season incidence of rain
along the Rogue is low.

The aquatic environment of the river represents a third category of variables that may influence campsite choice (Figure 6).
Within the study area, camping groups float through the rugged
Klamath Mountains and the river environment changes frequently.

This has been popularized to some degree in river guide books. In
describing his perception of the river environment, Jenkinson (1973,

p. 24-45) presents the following interpretation.
There is a paradox to the Rogue River where it breaches
the Coast Range [sic]. Most western rivers boil furiously
over rocks on the upper reaches, then flow gently through
valleys that open toward the sea. The Rogue saves much
of its fury for the final leg, churning falls and chutes, as
if to hurl back ascending salmon and steelheads, as if to
reach the ocean as spray rather than current.
It is as though the Rogue were less an entity than a
superb actor: here it portrays the choppy doglegs of the
Middle Fork of the Salmon River in Idaho, there a deep
incision into rock as you would expect in the Big Bend
Country of the Rio Grande, and then again, the kind of
easy, wide drift associated with the Buffalo in the Ozarks
or the South's leisurely Suwannee.
.

.

.

The changing nature of the river--rapids, narrow canyons, still
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water, riffles, etc. --captures the attention of the river traveler.
When the attention of the groups is focused upon the river, it is easy
for campsites to pass by unnoticed. In this way, the river becomes
an environmental variable that may influence campsite choice. In

whitewater situations, a camping party is alert to the hazards the

river presents. The sound and movement of the river demands and
holds the attention of the camping party. Other stimuli are thus
negated by the river. This situation is mentioned because a few

campsites in the study area are located contiguous to rapids and
would not be observable to the preoccupied river traveler. It could
also be that knowledge of some long challenging rapids could be sufficient to encourage the camping party to pick a campsite prior to the

stretch of river where the rapids occur.

Or the reverse could be

true, in which the occurrence of particular rapids encourages the
camping party to get through it so that they would not have to contend
with it the first thing the next morning. In either case, the iver can

be described as another possible variable within the environmental
component of the descriptive campsite choice model (Figure 6).

In summary, one could describe the environmental component
of the campsite choice model in terms of information about the

terrestrial, atmospheric, and aquatic environments. Each of these
three environments consists of one or more variables, or conditions,
that could be described as important to the choice of campsites within
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the study area, The characteristics include (1) a variety of

characteristics of river terraces; (2) temperature and wind characteristics of the river microclimate; and (3) the nature of the river conditions near a campsite.
Descriptive Campsite Choice Model
By combining the man component (Figure 5) with the environ-

mental component (Figure 6), it is possible to formulate a general

descriptive campsite choice model. This model is shown in Figure
7.

Such a model provides a basis for the description and integration

of a variety of information pertinent to the choice of campsites in

the river setting. Some observations about man-environment
relationships within the study area have been introduced. With the

formulation of the descriptive model, the next step is to consider

the research objectives. Those data items from each component
of the descriptive model that will be identified in this investigation

of campsite choice are shown in the shaded portion of Figure 7.
With the presentation of a descriptive campsite choice model,
consideration will be given next to data collection and the method-

ology for testing the research hypothesis.

ENVIRONMENT

RELATIONSHIP

MAN

Party Size
River Terrace

Terrestrial

Variables

Environment

CAMPSITE

Meteorological

Microclimate

CHOICE

Variables

COMMERCIAL
Baal' Type
CAMPING
PARTY

Length of Stay

Amount of Daily Float Time

NON

INDIVIDUAL

COMMERCIAL

Characteristics of Social Structure

River Variables
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Environment

Socio/Economic

Psychological

--I

Prior Experience

Physiological

Figure 7.

Descriptive Campsite Choice Model Showing a Relationship Between Camping Parties
and the Environment, The Shaded Components are Those That are Treated by the
Research Hypothesis.
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IV. METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the research and

the steps taken to test the research hypothesis. This description
will include the sample unit of the study, river terrace character-

istics, design matrix and the variables, data collection procedures,
statistical treatment of the data, and study limitations.
Sample Unit

For the purposes of this research, the sample unit is a camping party traveling in the study area during the summer of 1974
(July 1-September 2). Two strata within the camping population
were identified: (1) commercial and (2) non-commercial. Defini-

tions of these groups are found on page eleven.
According to census data collected by the Bureau of Land
Management during the survey period, the commercial population

totaled 108 camping parties, and non-commercial totaled 188 camping parties. Interview days were drawn randomly for the survey
period and information was collected from each camping party upon

their exiting the study area (Appendix B). Forty-seven parties
were interviewed from the commercial camping population--forty-

four percent of the total population. Eighty-eight parties, or
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forty-seven percent of the non-commercial camping population,
were interviewed.

Data on the characteristics of the camping party was obtained
from one member from each camping party, The respondent was

randomly selected from each party since his response to selected
attitudinal questions was needed as part of another research
endeavor. Selection of this respondent involved using a random

numbers table and a consideration of party size and is outlined in
Appendix B.

By randomly selecting the respondent in order to

eliminate bias to attitudinal questions, one data item concerning
the camping party was inadvertently lost--prior experience. In this
survey, prior experience refers to the respondent and there is no way
of knowing if the respondent was the most experienced member of

the camping party. This data item was primarily of interest with
regard to the non-commercial camping population as it was already

known that the river guide was the most experienced member of the
commercial camping party.
Non-response to the question on camping locations chosen was

eleven percent for commercial parties and three and one-half percent for non-commercial camping parties. In addition, another
three and one-half percent of the non-commercial camping parties
indicated they had made the entire trip in a single day, thereby not
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camping in the study area. This information is shown in Table 3.
Table 3. Summary of Commercial and Non-Commercial Response
to Questions Concerning Campsite Choice.

Commercial
Valid Response

42 (89%)

Non-Response

4 (11%)

Non-Commercial

3 (3-1/2%)
3 (3-1/ 2%)

One-Day Trip
Total Sample
Total Population

82 (93%)

108

44%

188

47%

River Terrace Characteristics
Little information was available which located or described

the river terraces within the study area. In fact, numerous common
terms were often used by land managers to refer to what is defined
herein as a river terrace (e. g. , "beach, " "sand bar, " "high bench, "
"low bench, " "meadow, " etc. ). Several place names for terraces
were known only locally and the names did not appear on published
maps of the area. Initially some agency officials and many licensed

outfitters were the sources of information about place names before
an adequate reconnaissance was made of the study area.
In May, 1974, two reconnaissance trips were undertaken to

assess the difficulties of travel in the study area, the procedures
for data collection, and to identify general descriptive attributes
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associated with the terraces where camping occurred. One trip was
by foot along the trail paralleling the north bank of the river, and
the other, via boat. Some river landscape variables as identified
in the literature by Leopold (1969) and some river characteristics
noted by Dearinger (1973) and Morisawa and Murie (1969) were

initially considered for measurement. Subsequently, this
researcher along with two other researchers, formulated a list of
variables that could be associated with camping in the study area
based upon field experience and a literature review. From this list
of potential variables, a set of operational definitions applicable to

the variables were prepared. Twenty-four prospective site characteristics were then placed upon a standardized form and a pilot test
conducted in June at ten river terraces within the study area.

Thirteen characteristics were observed to be present at all the
terraces and appeared to be readily measureable by a team of two
researchers. These thirteen site characteristics were retained as
measurements applicable to the river terraces within the study area.
Most of the site characteristics are self-explanatory and are listed

in the next section. A discussion of each site characteristic has
been reported earlier (Pfister and Frenkel, 1974) along with two
cultural attributes applicable to sites on the north bank of the river.
It is noted that some site characteristics are less exact
measurements than others. It is probable the presence of a physical
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presence of a physical geographer, geomorphologist, or hydrologist
on the field research team would have improved the exactness of

several measurements and increased the number of varibles
germane to the morphology of river terraces. Concurrently with

the field work, Dolan et al. (1974) published the results of an inquiry
into the hydrology and fluvial morphology of river terraces found

along the Colorado River, and their work furthers the state- of --the-

art with regards to the description of bio-physical characteristics
of the beach-like terraces found along river corridors.
Design Matrix and Varibles

This investigation seeks to determine if significant relationships exist between the number of times a campsite is chosen and

selected characteristics of those campsites. Table 4 illustrates
a design matrix for the research hypothesis.
The number of times each specific location was chosen (Y) is
measured in terms of the number of camping parties (a group of
river travelers traveling together) that spent one night at the location. This is referred to as PARTY NIGHTS for commercial or

non-commercial camping parties.
As a specific location, thirteen site variables were measured.
The operational definitions and method for calculating each variable
is listed below.
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Table 4.

Design Matrix for the Hypothesis that Campsite Choice
(Y) is a Function of Site Characteristics (X1 to X n).

Site Characteristic (X1)

River Terrace Locations
Ni

N2

N3

Commercial
Y1

Groups

Non-Commercial
Y1

Groups

Y2

Y3

N5

N8 .

.

.

Nn

Y5

Y8 .

.

.

Yn

Y8

.

.

Yn

Note: Where;
Y = Response variable (number of times chosen).
Y1, Y5, and Y8 means river terrace locations
N1, N5, and N8 were chosen.
X = Stimulus variable (site characteristic)
Campsite Area (X1)

is the square feet of open area at each terrace. Open area
is the space not occupied by trees, boulders, firepits, etc.

Methods: Campable area of each site was determined by pacing
and was expressed in field notes as square feet campable area.

More precise measurements with tape were attempted but the
additional precision was not warranted given the excessive

time taken by these measurements.

Only relatively flat areas were included and ground with a slope
in excess of 3% was excluded and judged "non-sleepable". Sites
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which by either minor or major excavation could be made
"sleepable" were also excluded.

Tabulations for campsite area should not be regarded as defin-

ing all the "sleepable" area present, rather they indicate both

the currently used area and that area that potentially might be
used for camping.

Distance to Water (X )

is the distance in feet from the center of the campsite to the
nearest source of potable water.

Method: This site characteristic was paced from the center of

each campsite. Where sites were split on each side of a
stream, an average of the two measurements gave the
"distance". Difficulty was encountered in defining the "center"
of the camping area. It was assumed that water was taken from

the tributary streams and that the Rogue River was not used.

For the most part, only those sites within a "reasonable"
distance of a potable water source were listed. Over half of
the inventoried sites had potable water within 50 feet.

Some waterless sites were observed and could potentially be

used by river travelers if they carried their own water supplies,
but these dry sites were not inventoried in this study.
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Tributary Size (X3)

is average channel size in square inches of the tributary
providing potable water for the terrace. An average cross-

sectional area was determined from four measurements of
tributary width (inches) and four of tributary depth (inches).

Methods: Tributary size index was based on combined measurements of tributary width and depth. Width was determined by

averaging four taped measurements, the first of which was

taken either at the narrowest or broadest portion of the stream
in proximity to the confluence of the tributary to the main
trunk of the Rogue. Alternating measurements were then
taken between narrow and wide sections of the stream. After

each measurement, care was exercised in selecting the next
narrow or broad portion as required in the sampling scheme
so that completed sets of four measurements occurred
consecutively.

A similar procedure was employed in determining tributary
depth. Taped depth measurements were taken at the same

transverse locations as width. Depths were determined by
averaging four randomly placed depths from the water surface

to stream bottom taken in the stream course at each width

transect yielding a total of 16 depth measurements for each
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stream. Tributary size was computed by multiplying the
mean depth by the mean width as determined above.
Bare Area (X4)

is the percentage of campable area unvegetated.
Method: Percent of unvegetated area was estimated in the field
by visual inspection. In most cases, vegetation constituted

only a small portion of the total campsite area. Only the

"campable" area was considered as the base area for this
estimate.
Shade --A. M. (X5)

is the percentage of campable area covered by shade between
10:00 a. m. and 2:00 p. m.

Method: Further description of the method of estimating this
variable occurs in the discussion of Shade--P. M.

ShadeP. M. (X6)
is the percentage of campable area covered by shade between
2:00 p. m. and 6:00 p.m.

Methods: Percent shade for each campsite was determined by
visual estimation. Those localities lacking trees and large
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rock formations presented few problems as the shade estimate
was made entirely by considering shade cast by surrounding
canyon walls. Also without problems, were those sites that

were mostly canopied. Shade estimation was more challenging

for those sites in the intermediate ranges, between 30 and 70%
shade.

For these intermediately shaded campsites an attempt was

made to consider the daily trajectory of the sun, the height
and width of trees, boulders, and canyon walls in order to
estimate shade conditions for different parts of the day. Shade
conditions were sub-divided as to morning shade and afternoon

shade, 10 a. m. to 2 p. m. and 2 p. m. to 6 p. m. respectively.
Boat Landing (X7)

is a rating of the beach area available for landing a boat
(scale of 1 to 5).

Method: Boat landing was assessed based upon shoreline

characteristics. Length and micro-topography of beach area
was evaluated in terms of the ease or difficulty in mooring or
otherwise beaching a boat in order to gain access to a given
campsite. Landing ease was rated from poor to excellent.
Landings with steep rock cliffs with no place to tie down a
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boat or to easily gain access to the campsite were judged
On the other hand, landings with gradual sandy beaches,
poor.

at which a boat could be pulled ashore, were judged good or
excellent,
Accessibility (X8)

is a rating which considers the distance and slope of the most
direct pathway between the boat landing area and the campsite
(scale of 1 to 5).
Method: Distance and slope of the most direct route to the
campsite was paced and judged as to difficulty. Steep slopes

and obstacles, such as large boulders, were factors leading
terrain was easily
to poor accessibility. Locations where the
traversable, such as sand bars with a gradual shoreline profile,
were rated to have good to excellent accessibility.
Visibility (X9)

is a rating which condiders the degree to which the campsite
is visible to parties on the river while the party is heading
downstream (scale of 1 to

5).

Method: The degree to which a campsite is visible from the
river was evaluated in terms of elevations and visual screenjudged to have
ing. Those campsites high above the river were
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poor visibility as were those visually screened by vegetation
or rock outcroppings and boulders. Those campsites located

at lower elevations, within the open view of parties floating
downstream, were rated as having good to excellent visibility.
Firewood (X10)

is a rating of the volume of dead, down, and drift wood avail-

able at the terrace or boat landing area (scale of 1 to 5).
Method: Firewood availability was judged by inspection of

the campsite. By traversing the length of each site several
times and walking the perimeter of the campsite, the amount
of firewood, including driftwood, that could be collected was

assessed. Living trees were not considered.
Wind Protection (X11)

is a rating of the degree to which the campsite is protected
from breezes (scale of 1 to 5).
Method: Wind protection was judged by estimating the amount

of campable area shielded from the wind. The degree to which

wind can penetrate a campsite is influenced by such factors

as site aspect, protective boulders, vegetation, canyon walls,
and other similar features.
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Those campsites where rock outcroppings, vegetation, and

other features served as barriers to the penetration of wind
were evaluated to have good to excellent wind protection. Level

and open campsites lacking those factors which might shield a
site from breezes were judged to have poor wind protection.
Internal Seclusion (X12)

is a rating of the degree to which partitioning by topographic

features and vegetation serve to screen a terrace into several
discrete camping areas (scale of 1 to 5).

Method: Internal seclusion refers to the degree of privacy
afforded a single camping party within a campsite with several
discrete camping units. It is a product of local microtopography, vegetation, and boulder distribution which combine

to partition a campsite. A low sand bar lacking features to
visually screen potentially discrete camping units would have

poor internal seclusion. A campsite divided by a stream with
rock formations, gullys, and vegetation that partition the area
into multiple units would have good internal seclusion.
External Seclusion (X13)

is a rating of the degree to which a campsite is screened from
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the river corridor (scale of 1 to 5).
Method: External seclusion refers to the degree to which a
campsite is "out-of-view"from the river by virtue of elevation,

aspect, or rock formations. From the center of the site, the
extent of river that could be viewed was judged in terms of
privacy afforded camping parties. External seclusion is a

proxy for the arc degree of river as seen from the campsite.

The river terrace variables just described were selected on
the basis of the reconnaissance of the study area in May as well as

the extensive field experience of the researchers participating in
the study design. Furthermore, one variable, campsite area,

reported in previous research of auto-camping (Lucas, 1967; Shafer
and Thompson, 1968; Lime, 1971) and a second variable, wind

protection, had been recommended for future research by Lime
(1971, p. 93). All the river terrace variables were intuitively
considered to be conducive to camping and potentially related to

campsite choice behavior.
Data Collection

Because various situational considerations can influence

research design, it is worthwhile to mention the assets and

liabilities that are associated with selecting a free-flowing river
and its riparian environment as a study area. The assets are
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mainly associated with controlling intervening variables that might
influence choice of a camping location and sampling of the population.

The liabilities are the challenges of self-guided river travel, the
limitations such difficulties place upon the instruments which can

be carried by the researchers, and the necessity of efficient field
procedures.

The most notable asset to data collection was the linearity
of the study area. All river travelers had to pass all the river

terraces traveling in the same direction and had the opportunity to
respond to each campsite in the same sequence. In addition, it

was known that all river travelers began their trip at some point
east of the study area boundary and were unable to exit the river
corridor until passing the western boundary of the study area.
Previous investigators of auto-camping were unable to control such

factors. Pragmatically, few research settings can provide such
valuable natural means of obtaining control over the movement of
a camping population than those associated with the kind of study

area selected for this investigation.
The data collection was divided into two tasks which were
undertaken concurrently. The visitor survey involved two inter-

viewers contacting one member of each camping party at the depar-

ture of the study area in order to solicit information concerning
a.

Population Characteristics (commercial or non-commercial)
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b.

Party Characteristics:
Party size (number of people).
Type of boats in party.
Length of stay in study area.

Number of river terraces used for camping.
Location of river terraces used for camping.
c.

Personal Characteristics of the Respondent:
Socio-economic, attitudes towards crowding and past
experience.

A self-administered questionnaire and a participant observation
sheet (daily log) were utilized by field investigators to collect the
data (Appendix C).

The environmental assessment of river terraces involved two
resource geographers conducting an onsite evaluation of all river

terraces which were classified as potential campsites. Field procedures were standardized for each variable with respect to measurement and assignment of the responsibility for taking the measurement. The assignment of a set of variables to each individual

served two objectives: (1) it assured that the field investigator

became trained at uniformly duplicating the measurement procedures

and thereby reducing the error variance associated with data collection, and (2) it allowed the team to use time more efficiently while
collecting data at each location.
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For both objectives the highest standards were sought. The
first objective was obviously important to the statistical analysis
of the data. The second objective is perhaps less obvious unless

one has had field experience at data collection where all field
equipment and personal effects had to be transported in waterproof
containers, opened at the inventory location, resealed for transport,

and secured to the boat, with a minimum of three days in the study

area. Travel in the study area certainly favored researchers with
aquatic avocational interests since boats were necessary for data
collection.

One-half the river terraces on the north side of the

river had poor trail access and all of the south bank terraces were
inaccessible by trail except to mountaineering enthusiasts. Each

trip to inventory a set of terraces provided many known and unknown
challenges in terms of data collection and travel. Considerable
preparatory time, combined with substantial field time, yielded an
average committment of 3. 5 hours for each river terrace inventoried.

A point to be noted in carrying out data collection for river terraces

is that the simplest data item is labor intensive, and procedures
to reduce loss of field time have substantial rewards.

As a preparatory step to data collection, aerial photographs
were obtained. Color infrared high flight photographs (1 :50, 000)
were provided by the U. S. Forest Service for purposes of becoming

familiar with the river corridor area before field work began. In
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addition, black and white photos at the scale of 1:12, 000 were pro,-

vided by Oregon's Department of Transportation, Scenic Waterways

Program. Thus, locations where a tributary entered the Rogue
River were identified as were other terraces without apparent sources
of potable water. All locations identified on the aerial photos were

transferred to U. S. Geological Survey fifteen minute topographical

maps. The maps were covered with clear plastic contact paper to
reduce damage by water. A field inventory form was prepared for
each location and a temporary place name was assigned to assist

in the identification of the sites from the river. Usually the assignment of temporary place names for unnamed sites involved utilizing

the place name of a readily identifiable river terrace which preceded
the unnamed location and placing after that name an indication of
proximity to the terrace which was known (e. g. +, ++, +++) along

with the site orientation (north or south bank). The flexibility of

using plus signs enabled investigators to plan an itinerary for

inventory work, identify each terrace temporarily, and to sequentially
add new locations in as they were identified. At the conclusion of the

river terrace assessment phase of this study, site codes were then
assigned to each location and a list prepared for their location by
river mile (Appendix A).
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Statistical Treatment of Data
Frequency tabulations were compiled in order to analyze

(1) the characteristics of camping parties, and (2) their campsite
choice pattern within their study area. The research hypothesis
under investigation was analyzed by utilizing a multivariate

statistical procedure--linear regression analysis.
Multiple Linear Regression Analysis

Multiple Linear Regression Analysis from the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (Nie et al. , 1975) was used to test

the research hypotheses of this investigation.

Regression analysis, according to Neter and Wasserman (1974,
p. 21),

"is a statistical tool which utilizes the relation between two

or more quantitative variables so that one variable can be predicted

from the other, or others. " However, prediction means that a
statistical relation exists based upon a "probability distribution of
Y for each level of X" (p. 26). This point is made so as not to imply

a causal relation between variables. As the authors explain (p.

27):

The expressions 'independent variable' for X and 'dependent
variable' or 'response variable' for Y in a regression
model simply are conventional labels. There is no implication that Y causally depends on X in a given case. No
matter how strong the statistical relation, no cause-andeffect pattern is necessarily implied by the regression
model. In some applications an independent variable
actually is dependent causally on the response variable, as
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when we estimate temperature (the response) from the
height of mercury (the independent variable) in a thermometer.
This investiation was presented a null hypothesis along with

the research hypothesis in order to test the relationship between the
number of times a campsite is chosen (Y) and several site character-

istics of that campsite (X n ). Shown as a general linear regression

model, with normal error terms, the proposed models would be:
Y = b + bl X1 + b2 X2 + .
0

.

.

bp- Xp- 1 + E
1

where:

Y is the value of the dependent variable

(number of times a campsite is chosen)
b0, b 1 to bp-1 are parameters

X to X p -1 is the value of the independent variables
1

(site characteristics)
E is a random error term with mean E = 0 and variance
0-2

(E) =

2

Yeates (1974, p. 77) describes significance testing for the
regression coefficients of the null hypothesis to be
HO : b =0 0 or b

0=0
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and the research hypothesis is usually
b

H

0 or b - 0

0

1

Regression analysis determines common effect term

(b ) and
0

the values of the b-coefficients. As noted above, the null hypothesis
would be that the b-coefficients for each predictor variable would
equal zero (b = 0). If a relationship exists, then a test of signifi-

cance for b-coefficient in that relationship is obtained by comparing

t-value generated by the stepwise program with the table t-value at
the appropriate degrees of freedom (d. f. ). With this overview, the

procedure of regression analysis will be further explained in the
following chapter.
Study Limitations

The limitations of the study are:
(1)

Description of the relationship between the number of times

a campsite is chosen and the site variables will be valid to
the extent that the descriptive campsite choice model is
substantiated. The descriptive model upon which the research

hypothesis is based suggests that river terrace characteristics represent a set of environmental factors which may be
functionally related to the number of times a campsite is
chosen within the area.
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(2)

The data are accurate insofar as a self-administered question-

naire, a field assessment form, and the field methods are a
valid procedure for measuring the variables.
(3)

Results can be applicable only to the campsite choice behavior

associated with commercial and non-commercial camping

parties traveling along the study area within the Rogue Scenic
Waterway during the summer of 1974.
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V. RESULTS

The primary objective of this investigation is to determine if

camping is related to site characteristics of the camping location for
commercial and non-commercial parties. Accordingly, this chapter

describes characteristics of the camping parties, identifies those
locations at which they chose to camp, tests the research hypothesis,

and interprets the results with respect to the general descriptive
model.

Characteristics of Camping Parties

River traveler groups in the study area were classified as
either commercial or non-commercial camping parties. Charac-

teristics of these two categories merit consideration in terms of
their choice of camping locations. As camping parties, they will be
compared according to their size, type of watercraft used, number
of nights spent in the study area, and the locations they selected
during the survey period.
Since the size of a camping party may influence its choice of

a campsite, Table 5 provides information for considering this

potential influence. A striking difference in the size of commercial
and non-commercial camping parties can be noted in that commercial

parties were substantially larger than non-commercial parties.
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Seventy-five percent of the commercial parties ranged from sixteen
to twenty-five people while only thirteen percent of the non-

commercial parties consisted of that many individuals. Seventy

percent of the non-commercial parties consisted of 10 or fewer
members.
Table 5. Size of Camping Party: Commercial and Non-Commercial
Groups.

Number of People in Party
1-5

6-10

11-15

16-20

21-25

percent
Commercial
N = 47

5

10

10

35

40

33

37

17

8

5

Non-Commercial
n = 85

As indicated by Table 6, commercial camping parties

traveled predominantly by inflatable rafts; only ten percent used
any other type of boat. In contrast, non-commercial camping

parties were not as specialized as to type of boat the party used.
The latter group was found to use inflatable kayaks, and hardshell

boats such as drift boats and fiberglass kayaks almost as frequently
(47% of the time) as they did inflatable rafts (53% of the time).
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Table 6. Type of Boat Used: Commercial and Non-Commercial
Groups.
Inflatable
Raft

Drift
Boat

Boat

Inflatable

Hardshell

Kayak

Kayak

Percent
Commercial
N = 47

10

90

31

53

Non-Commercial
N = 85

8

8

Table 7 shows the number of nights commercial and non-

commercial camping parties spent within the study area as determined by the length of their trip. A slight difference between the

camping parties concerning the length of their trip is evident when
one examines those parties spending three to five days in the area.

In this regard, commercial parties tended to spend more three and
four night trips camping in the area than did non-commercial (56%
vs 30% respectively).
Table 7. Number of Nights Within the Study Area: Commercial
and Non-Commercial Groups.
Number of Nights
2

3

5

4

percent
Commercial
N = 42

7

37

33

23

16

54

26

3

Non-Commercial
N = 82

1
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it can be further noted that three and one-half percent of the
non-commercial parties responded that they made the entire trip
through the study area in a single day (Table 3). Since they did not
camp overnight, information concerning their characteristics is

not contained in Tables 5 through 7. Those parties making a single

day trip were small parties, between one and five people, and they
used either drift boats (50%) or inflatable rafts (50%). The fact

that these parties traveled the entire thirty-five mile stretch of
river in a single day demonstrates that a party can travel the length
of the study area without camping.
Locations Chosen by Camping Parties

The choice of camping locations and the number of times

each location was chosen is presented in Table 8 in tabular form and

in percent, Examination of Table 8 suggests that commercial
camping parties tend to limit their camping options to twenty-six of

the forty-eight locations used by both commercial and noncommercial parties. Non-commercial parties, on the other hand,
occupied forty -Jive of the forty-eight camping locations over the

survey period. Although frequency that sites were selected is
important to the research hypothesis, it can be observed that the
number of locations used by the non-commercial parties (45) was
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Table 8.

Campsites Chosen by Commercial and Non-Commercial
Camping Parties.
Site Code
North

Number of Times Chosen by:
Commercial Non-Commercial
N = 82
N= 42
(%)

(%)

Rainie Falls

2

China Gulch
Whisky Creek
Alder Creek
Booze Creek
Russian Creek
Russian Creek +
Slate Slide
Bronco Creek
Bunker Creek
Copsey Creek
Meadow Creek
Kelsey Creek
Ditch Creek
Missouri Creek North
Quail Creek
Long Gulch +
- unknown
Mule Creek
Burns Creek
Blossom Bar Creek
Brushy Bar Lower
Tate Creek
Camp Tacoma

3

Flora Dell Creek

5

10
11

12
13

15
17
18
24
26
28
30
31

32
33
34
35
38
39
43

44
45
46

3 ( 2.9)
3 ( 2. 9)
2 ( 1.9)
2 ( 1.9)
2 ( 1.9)

11 (10.7)
3 ( 2.9)
20 (19. 5)
3 ( 2.9)
1

(

1.0)

63 (61%)

Sum Total North:

Number of locations
chosen

11 610.7)
2 ( 1.9)

25

12

Note: (*) means percentage of less than 1.

)
1 (*
)
1 (*
21 (11. 5)
2 ( 1. 0)
)
1 (*
2 ( 1.0)
)
1 (*
)
1 (*
)
1 (*
)
1 (*
4 ( 2. 2)
)
1 (*
5 ( 2. 7)
)
1 (*
2 ( 1. 0)
2 ( 1. 0)
2 ( 1. 0)
2 ( 1.0)
17 ( 9. 3)

2 ( 1. 0)
)
1 (*
13 ( 7. 1)
13 ( 7. 1)

8 ( 4. 4)

105 (57%)
24
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Table 8. (Cont. )
Site Code

Number of Times Chosen by:
Commercial Non-Commercial
N = 42

South

N = 82
%)

°10)

Rainie Falls South
unknown -

Rum Creek
Doe Creek
Wildcat Creek
Russian Rapids South
Montgomery
Howard Creek
Slim Pickens Creek
Bronco South
Big Windy Creek
Little Windy Creek
Jenny Creek
Horseshoe Bend
Dulog Creek
- unknown

Hewitt Creek
Missouri Creek
Long Gulch

Devil's Staircase
Sly Fox Creek
East Creek West
Clay Hill Creek South

1

--

)

1

3

3 (

1. 6)

5 (

2.7)

4

4 ( 3.9)

5

6

2 ( 1.9)

7

8

2 ( 1.9

9

1

(

10

1

(

1.0)
1.0)

11

12
13
14
15
16
18
19

20
22
23
25
26

1

(*
(*
(*

2

(

1

3 ( 2. 9)
3 ( 2.9)

1

4
4
4
7

1.0)

-3

1

(

1

)

1.0)

(

2.2)
2.2)

(

2. 2)

(

( 3.8)
(

1.6)

(:*

)

4.9)

(*

2 (

2 ( 1.9)
2 ( 1.9)

)

9 (
1

4 ( 3.9)

)

--

4 ( 3.9)
5 ( 4.9
6 ( 5. 8)

)

1.0)

(

7. 1)

7 (

3.8)

13

4 ( 2. 2)
4 ( 2. 2)

40 (39%)

78 (43%)

103 (100%)

183 (100%)

Number of locations chosen-

Total

)

2

Sum Total South:
Total North and South:
South:
North:

(*
(*

1

23
25

14
12

21

48

26

45

Note: (*) means percentage of less than 1.

24
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seventy percent greater than the number of locations selected by
commercial parties (26).
The number of times each location was chosen is the other

item of information presented in Table 8 and Figure 8. The number
of choices any one party makes is equivalent to the number of nights

spent in the study area. A party spending three nights in the study
area could choose a different campsite each night or they might
choose to spend one night at one location and two nights at a second

location, or all three nights at a single location. In any case, three
choices were made, one for each night. By considering all camping
parties and the sum of nights they spent in the area, general comparisons can be made concerning campsite choice behavior. Commercial

parties chose north bank campsites sixty-one percent of the time and

non-commercial parties fifty-seven percent of the time. South bank
locations were chosen by these parties thirty-nine and forty-three
percent respectively (Table 8).

The number of times campsites were chosen within the study

area is presented graphically by quartile classes in Figure 8 for
commercial and non-commercial camping parties. The number of

times a campsite was chosen by a camping party is shown as the
number of PARTY NIGHTS at each location. Considering the top

two quartiles, the choice pattern for commercial parties suggests
they highly favored one river terrace location along the north bank

46

45 44

43

39 38

35

34 33

32

24

30 28 26

31

17

18

15 13

12

11

5

10

3

2

1

26

25

23 22

20

19

18

16

15

14 13 12 11

10 9

8

765

4

3

2

11
1

PARTY-NIGHTS

0

1-6
COMMERCIAL

7-12 0 NON-COMMERCIAL
13-19

Figure 8.

Camping Locations Chosen by Commercial and
Non-Commercial Parties by Number of Nights.

0

20-24
N=286
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of the river--Tate Creek (20 party-nights). The remaining twentyfive locations ranged from one to eleven party-nights; fifty-six
percent being south bank locations and forty-four percent being
north bank locations.

The choice pattern for non-commercial parties is slightly
different in that four locations on the north bank and one on the
south bank of the river occurred in the top two quartiles. These
locations, and their PARTY-NIGHTS are: on the north Whisky Creek

(21 party-nights), Mule Creek (17 party-nights), Tate Creek (13

party-nights), Brushy Bar (13 party-nights), and on the south
Devils Staircase (13 party-nights). The remaining forty locations
ranged from one to nine party-nights; fifty percent are south bank

and fifty percent are north bank locations. In general, slight dif-

ferences in the campsite choice pattern of commercial and noncommercial campsite choice is readily observable. A single north
bank location was chosen most frequently by commercial groups.

The non-commercial groups most frequently chose four north bank
locations along with one south bank location.

Hypothesis Tested

The null hypothesis was tested by stepwise multiple linear

regression analysis. To better understand this analysis, a brief
description of the procedure is included.
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Regression analysis tests if significant relationships exist
between one characteristic and a number of other characteristics.
It is a data analysis procedure highly useful to several types of
geographic questions ranging from prediction of mean annual flood

levels (Wong, 1963) to description of recreational behavior (Lucas,
1967; Shafer and Thompson, 1968; Lime, 1969).

Initially, a regression equation, also referred to as a model,
is postulated to identify a dependent variable and the several inde-

pendent variables that may be correlated with the measured value
of that dependent variable. In other words, some type of response

characteristic is considered to be dependent upon several predictor
characteristics which occur independently of it. Since it is not always

possible to specify all the predictor characteristics which act upon a

response characteristic, only those predictors hypothesized to be
important are included in the analysis and the effect of those not

included are contained in the error term, also referred to as the

residual term. Regression analysis, then, determines the constant
multiplier values (b-coefficient) for the predictor variables that
contribute the most to the equation while keeping the error term, the
sum of squares of the residuals, at a minimum.

The procedure of forward stepwise regression adds one

predictor variable at each step to the equation while the researcher

observes the value of the error term. When the addition of a
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predictor variable into the equation produces an increase in the error

term, then the regression equation has less power for predictability
and the variable just added does not contribute significantly to the

model. The best model, or equation, can be considered the one
in which all the variables contribute significantly to the prediction
equation. It is this model that best explains, in a statistical sense,

the variance (R2) of the response variable (Y) based upon several
predictor variables (X' s).

Regression analysis determines common effect term (b 0 ) and
the values of the b-coefficients. As noted in the previous chapter,
the null hypothesis would be that the b-coefficients for each

predictor variable would equal zero (b = 0). If a relationship exists,

then a test of significance for that relationship is obtained by comparing t-value generated by the stepwise program with the table t-value

at the appropriate degrees of freedom (d. f. ). With this overview,
the analysis of two regression models will be presented for com-

mercial and non-commercial river travelers.
Table 9 presents a summary of the results of the commercial
camping model. The table reports the order of variable entry,

standard error term, coefficient of determination (R2), amount each
variable increases R2, t-value, and degrees of freedom (d. f. ). At
step five, the last significant t-value is entered into the model by

stepwise regression. The coefficient of determination (R2) continues
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Table 9.

Summary of Stepwise Regression Model for Commercial
Camping Parties.
t- Value

Std.

Increase

Entering

d, f.

Step

Variable

Error

R2

1

TRIBDEX

5.9515

0.6160

0.6160

6.2055**

25

2.

WINDPR 0

4. 7186

O. 7087

0. 09 27

2. 7058**

24

3

BOATLAND

4. 1390

0. 7556

0.0469

2.0594*

23

4

EX-SECLU

3.8718

0.7818

0.0262

1.5869*

22

5

AREA SIZE

3.6810

O. 8024

O. 0206

1. 4451*

21

6

VISIBIL

3.5511

0.8189

0.0165

1.3159

20

7

ACCESSIB

3.4417

0.8337

0.0148

1.2665

19

8

DIST -H20

3.4513

0.8425

0.0088

0.9745

18

9

FIREWOOD

3.6023

0. 8453

0.0028

0. 5362

17

10

PM-SHADE

3.7515

0.8489

0.0036

0.6027

16

11

IN-SECLU

3.9770

0.8505

0.0016

0.0386

15

12

AM-SHADE

4. 2677

O. 8511

O. 0006

O. 0215

14

13

AREA BARE

4.6205

O. 8512

O. 0001

O. 0826

13

**Significant beyond the . 01 level
* Significant beyond the . 1 level
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to increase and the standard error decreases until the eighth step
of the analysis. The final model, R2 = 0.62 + 0.09 + 0.04 + 0.03 +
2
0.02, indicates that sixty-two percent of R is contributed by tributary size (TRIBDEX), nine percent is contributed by wind protection

(WINDPRO), four percent is contributed by boat landing (BOATLAND),

three percent by external seclusion (EX- SECLU), and two percent
by area size (AREA-SIZE). The coefficient of determination,

R

2
,

measures the proportion of total variation of the mean Y (PARTYNIGHTS) that is explained by the regression model. The best model
for explaining the variation among party-nights for commercial

campers is
Y = 7.7986 + 0.5439 X 1 + 2. 441 X2 + 0.5703 X3 + 0.6387 X4
+ 0.8095 X5

where:

X1 = Area Size

X2 = Tributary Size
X3 = Boat Landing

X4 = Wind Protection
X

5

= External Seclusion

and accounts for eighty percent of the total variation.
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The analysis of variance for the significance of the above
model is presented in Table 10. From this table, it can be noted that

the observed F-ratio for this analysis of variance is 16, 25 which
exceeds the F-distribution value at the .005 significance level.

The model can, therefore, be rated a significant regression equation for explanation of the variation in PARTY-NIGHTS.
Table 10.

Summary of Analysis of Variance Applied to
Commercial Camping Model Containing Five
Significant Terms.

Source of Variation

Regression of first
five variables

Error

Sum of
Squares

Mean
Square

5

372.65

59.80

20

299.03

3.68

d. f.

16.25*

*Significant beyond the .005 level.

The significant F-value for the model (Table 10) and the significant t-values shown in Table 9 for the variables TRIBDEX,
WINDPRO, BOAT LAND, EX-SECLU, AREA SIZE, permit the
rejection of the null hypothesis that b1 = b2 = b3 = b4 = b5 = 0. The

hypothesis states no significant relationship exists between the
amount of camping occurring at river terraces and selected site

characteristics of those terraces. On the basis of the first model,
five characteristics of river terraces have been identified as
significant predictors of the dependent variable, PARTY-NIGHTS,
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indicating that the beta values (b-coefficients) are operating in
0).
this model and they assume actual values other than zero (b

replicated
The aforementioned regressionprocedure has been
model has been formufor non-commercial parties and a second
of the results of the nonlated. Table 11 presents a summary
commercial camping model and reports the same information contained in Table 9. At step five of the regression, the last
of
significant t-value is entered into the model and the coefficient
step of the
determination (R2) continues to increase until the eighth
05 + 0. 06 + 0. 04 + 0. 03,
analysis. The best model, R2 = 0. 26 + 0.
2
indicates that twenty-six percent of R is contributed by AREA
is
SIZE, five percent is contributed by BOAT LAND, six percent
PM-SHADE, and three
contributed by TRIBDEX, four percent by
R2,
percent by FIREWOOD. The coefficient of determination,

measures the proportion of this total variation of the mean
(PARTY-NIGHTS) that is explained by the regression model. The
PARTY-NIGHTS for
best model for explaining the variation among

non-commercial campers is
Y = 7.4649 + 1.628 X1 + 0.9702 X2 + 0.9810 X3
+ 1. 225 X4 - 0.6185X5
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Table 11.

Summary of Stepwise Regression Model for NonCommercial Camping Parties.
t -Value

Std.

Increase

Entering

d. f.

Variable

Error

1

AREA SIZE

16.7911

0.2598

0.2598

3.8397**

42

2

BOATLAND

16.0042

0.3113

0.0515

1.7507*

41

3

TRIBDEX

15.0913

0.3664

0.0551

1.8655*

40

4

PM-SHADE

14.4426

0.4088

0.0424

1.6722*

39

5

FIREWOOD

14.1113

0.4372

0.0284

1.3841*

38

6

EX-SECLU

14.0207

0.4555

0.0183

1.1159

37

7

VISIBIL

13.6181

0.4854

0.0299

1.1003

36

8

AREA BARE

13.5992

0.5004

0.0150

1.0141

35

9

ACCESSIB

13.7549

0.5091

0.0087

0.7769

34

10

IN-SEC LU

14.0827

0.5122

0.0031

0.4568

33

11

AM-SHADE

14.4978

0.5130

0.0008

0.2349

32

12

DIST -H20

14.9400

0.5139

0.0009

0.2295

31

13

WINDPR 0

15.4333

0.5140

0.0001

0.0963

30

Step

R2

* Significant beyond the 05 level
* Significant beyond the . 1 level
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where:

X1 = Area Size

X2 = Tributary Size
X3 = PM-Shade
X

4

= Boat Landing

X5 = Firewood

and account for forty-four percent of the total variation.
The analysis of variance for the significance of the above

model is presented in Table 12. It can be noted that the observed
F-ratio for this analysis of variance is at the .05 level. This
model can also be considered a significant regression equation for
explanation of the variation in PARTY-NIGHTS for non-commercial

parties.
Table 12.

Summary of Analysis of Variance Applied to NonCommercial Camping Model Containing Five
Significant Terms.
Sum of

Mean
Square

F

5.90*

Source of Variation

d. f.

Squares

Regression of first
five variables

5

416.56

83.31

38

536.23

14.11

Error

Significant beyond the .05 level.
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The non-commercial camping model provides a second test

for relating camping to characteristics of river terraces. The
significant F-value (Table 12) for the overall model and the significant t-values shown in Table 11 further support the rejection of the
null hypothesis and the retention of the research hypothesis. The

determination of a significant linear relationship between PARTYNIGHTS and the independent site characteristics allows the research
hypothesis,
Ha:

A significant relationship exists between the amount

of camping occurring at river terraces and selected

characteristics of those river terraces (coefficients
of correlation are greater than zero: b # 0),
to be retained. The significant characteristics are presented in
Tables 9 and 11 for commercial and non-commercial camping

parties, respectively.
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VI.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The purpose of this chapter is to discuss and interpret the

research results presented in the previous chapter. This discussion
includes a comparison of the characteristics of commercial and non-

commercial camping parties, the campsite choice pattern for the two

groups, and a discussion of the degree to which campsite choice is
related to characteristics of the campsite based upon the research
hypothesis. The implication of these results to the descriptive

campsite choice model also will be examined.
Comparison of Camping Parties

The results of this research indicate commercial camping
parties differ from non-commercial parties with regards to party
size, type of boat used on the river trip and the number of nights
spent in the study area. Moreover, the leader of the commercial

parties has always had prior experience, a situation not necessarily
true for the non-commercial parties. There is likely a variety of
reasons why these differences might exist and we might first consider
the nature of the interim regulatory program established for the
1974 summer season.

In 1974, the Bureau of Land Management limited and scheduled

the number of commercial camping trips that could begin in any one
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day. Moreover, each commercial outfitter was assigned a limit

with respect to the total number of trips he could make during the
season. The Rogue River Study Group (1974) set a limit of Z5 people

to any one camping party for the 1974 season and proposed to adopt
additional rules after conducting numerous public meetings concerning the proposals (Rogue River Study Group, 1974). Because

of the aforementioned regulations, it is understandable for a commercial outfitter to include as many people as possible on every river

trip that he makes. It is to his benefit since he is limited in the
number of trips he is permitted to make during the summer. In
terms of profit, it also makes sense for the commercial trips to

have the largest party size possible because most of the costs,
such as paying the guide, equipment maintenance and depreciation,

are relatively fixed. Therefore, the more people an outfitter can
have per camping party up to the regulated limit would lower his
unit cost of operation. Another factor for commercial camping

parties being larger is perhaps related to their use of the large
inflatable rafts. The larger raft has a greater capacity for pas-

sengers than does either a drift boat or an inflatable kayak. Thus,
the nature of the equipment that is used by a commercial outfitter
may also favor the larger camping size. Furthermore, it should be

recognized that the popularity of river trips in the Rogue Scenic
Waterway has increased noticeably in recent years. This enables
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the commercial outfitter to virtually use all of his allocated camping

trips as well as capacity per trip up to the seasonal limit.
Those unable to afford the commercially guided camping trips

or not desiring them, organize their own groups and go as a noncommercial party, The non-commercial party, as was reported,

tends to be a smaller group--seventy percent between one and ten
people. Such groups also have a greater variety in the type of boat

they use. The fact that their equipment varies is probably related

to their tendency to be smaller parties. Another consideration of
this point is that the large inflatable rafts used by a commercial
outfitter are custom-ordered and expensive. It is not likely that an
individual could afford the luxury of owning one exclusively for per-

sonal use or, if so, there would be very few people in that category.
Furthermore, some individuals who are able to organize their own

trip are likely to be familiar with whitewater activity and to have a
boat more suited for this particular activity of interest. A case in
point would be those owning a drift boat or a kayak. The drift boat
person has a water craft ideally suited for spring steelhead and fall
salmon fishing and equally suited for use during the summer floating
season. The person owning a kayak, inflatable or hardshell, has

the option of enjoying a different type of river experience. It may

be one in which the rapids, the whitewater situation, plays an

important part in the skill-testing activities related to his type of
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boat. In that the capacity of a kayak is a single person, this favors

a smaller party size also.
The number of nights that the commercial and non-commercial

parties spend in the area differs most noticeably in the three to five
night trips category. Fifty- six percent of the commercial camping

parties versus thirty percent of the non-commercial camping parties
spent three or more nights in the camping area. This also could be
interpreted to reflect the fact that the commercial camping parties are

regulated and, as they are only allocated so many trips per season,

it is in their interest to have each trip last for as long as the
customer is willing to pay. That is to say, if three and four night

trips are quite popular with the clientele to which a commercial

outfitter caters, it makes economic sense to have not only larger
parties but longer trips. This, to some degree, may be also related
to the type of boat in the respect that the ability of an inflatable

raft to carry more weight enables the commercial outfitter to carry
the food, equipment, and necessities needed for staying in the river

corridor for a longer period of time than the non-commercial parties
are able to.
Campsite Choice Patterns
By examining campsite choice patterns for commercial and

non-commercial parties it is possible to further identify similarities
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and differences between these two populations. The information

presented in Table 8 and Figure 8 permits us to make two observations which deserve discussion. One observation concerns the num-

ber of locations chosen over the survey period. The second observation concerns the frequency with which certain locations were chosen

over the survey period.
Concerning total number of locations chosen by commercial

and non-commercial parties there is a striking difference in their
campsite choice behavior, Although the commercial parties spent

more three and four night camping trips within the study area, they

limited their choices to twenty-six locations. In contrast, the noncommercial camping parties, tending to have trips of shorter dura-

tion, chose campsites along the entire river corridor occupying
forty-five out of the forty-eight camping locations identified by both

parties. From this observation, it seems apparent that the commercial camping party has a more concentrated choice pattern. It may
be that the guided trips continually return to past locations because

the guides received favorable response from their clients, or, stated

differently, certain environmental characteristics were present to
influence their choice of that location. This will be discussed further

in regards to the results of the hypothesis tested.
In contrast to the commercial pattern, the non-commercial
camping party chose twice as many different campsite locations as
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did the commercial parties. This may be related to their differences

in group characteristics as well. It could be that trips of shorter
duration, common for the non-commercial parties, tend to be more
haphazard and campsite choice has not been refined. The reverse

tendency may be present in the case of the commercial parties in
which the length of the trip is generally longer. Therefore, they
may choose a campsite carefully since they will likely spend more

time at it. It should be noted that commercial parties have "layover days" in which they spend one day and two nights at the same

location and campsite amenities such as swimming and exploration

become attractive features. Of additional importance to this situation is the guide. It may be that the guide has the previous experience and decision-making authority which affords him the opportunity

to precisely choose the campsite that best serves the group that he
is guiding. It is very probably that the commercial guide pre-selects

his campsite before he takes his clients down the river, conferring

with other guides on the river, so as to avoid conflicts.
Concerning the frequency with which certain campsites were

chosen, commercial and non-commercial groups have a similar
campsite choice pattern. By examining Table 8 it is possible to note

that six locations were chosen most frequently by both parties- site codes N5, N35, N43, N44, S22, and S18. Those six locations
total 140 choices out of 286 choices for both groups. Thus,
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forty-nine percent of all campsite choices for the two groups involved
six locations.

Another campsite choice pattern that is similar for both camping parties concerns the frequency with which they chose campsites
between N35 and N46. For both commercial parties and non-

commercial parties locations N35 and N46 were chosen by forty-five

percent of all parties. This observation is of interest because these
campsites occur within an eleven mile reach of the river just
upstream of the take-out point. Therefore, forty-five percent of the

campsite choices for both parties are located within less than one-

third of the river corridor of the study area. The fact that these
campsites were chosen most frequently may suggest the influence of

certain environmental characteristics associated with those terraces
or it may be related to other factors. Perhaps some camping parties
travel faster than anticipated and therefore, congregate at those

campsites near the end of a trip. It is interesting, however, that in
spite of the differences in the two groups with respect to the number
of nights they spend within the study area, and the size of their

camping party, that there is this clustering of choice patterns near

the latter one-third of the river corridor, This observation is shown
in Figure 9.
In summary it could be noted that commercial parties differ

from non-commercial parties in regards to the total number of
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locations chosen but they are similar in the locations they chose
most frequently. This suggests that while non-commercial camp-

site choice occurs along the entire corridor, the most frequently
chosen site s by non-commercial parties coincides with the campsites

preferred by commercial camping parties. This shows that certain

campsites in the river corridor are chosen frequently by both
parties and leads to the discussion concerned with the research
hypothesis in the next section.
Regression Models

The two multiple regression models offer evidence to

affirmatively answer the primary question posed in this research:

Are campsite choice and characteristics of the campsite significantly
related? In operational terms, this question was translated into
the form: Is the number of times a campsite was chosen (PARTY-

NIGHTS) correlated with natural characteristics of the campsite?

It was revealed that seven characteristics of river terraces were
significantly related to the number of nights a location was occupied

by commercial or non-commercial camping parties. The strength

of relationship was statistically significant in both the commercial
and non-commercial camping models. The most variation in
PARTY-NIGHTS was explained for commercial camping parties.

More detailed insight into the relationships between camping
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and site characteristics is obtained by examining each characteristic
selected by regression analysis. Three site characteristics-TRIBDEX, BOAT LAND, and AREA SIZE--were selected as signifi-

cant predictor variables in both commercial and non-commercial
camping models although not necessarily at the same step in the

analysis. The selection of these three characteristics indicates that

the frequency of camping at a terrace is significantly correlated with

the size of the tributary channel which supplies potable water to the
site, the amount of area available to land a boat, and the size of the
campsite area. Each of these characteristics seems logically
related with the basic conditions that might be important to choice of

a campsite. Boat landing is a logical independent variable to be
correlated with the number of times a location is chosen.
The size of the campsite and the size of the tributary at the
site would simply suggest the importance of camping space and the
supply of potable water to both commercial and non-commercial
camping groups. In that river guidebooks point out to the reader

the merits of choosing a campsite with a good source of potable
water, perhaps it is not unusual to have the number of times a
location is chosen significantly related to the characteristic,
TRIBDEX, which reflects the amount of potable water at the site.

This is not to suggest that camping parties rely on guidebooks as a
basis for choosing campsites. It simply notes that the
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recommendation guidebooks make about considering sources of

potable water appears to occur in fact since tributary size is significantly correlated with campsite choice. In this research it was
initially assumed that all campsites had potable water, an assumption
which was validated by the sample of river parties, none of which

camped at sites without potable water. The remaining two variables
of the commercial and non-commercial models are not so readily

interpretable. Wind protection and external seclusion may contribute more to the explanation of commercial parties because of some
characteristic difference between them and the non-commercial
parties, such as size or length of stay. It may also be related to

characteristics yet to be described such as float time or social
structure of the camping parties. The same may be said for the
contribution PM-SHADE and FIREWOOD made to the explanation of

non-commercial PARTY-NIGHTS. Although the two variables are
statistically significant, their contribution to the model is small.

In that these variables were not important to both groups, their

interpretation is limited in other than obvious cases.
Concerning interpretation, it can be stressed there is a
noticeable absence of any data on the sociological characteristics

of the camping party and on the decision-maker(s) involved with
campsite choice. Undoubtably, social group structure contains
important characteristics for analyzing the decision-making process
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of campsite choice. The potential influence of prior experience and

related characteristics of the decision-maker(s) are not disputed.
Nevertheless, the commercial and non-commercial camping models
were formulated based upon their actual choice of campsites in rela-

tion to measured characteristics of the campsites, regardless of
sociological processes. However, the difference between the

predictability of the models for commercial and non-commercial

camping parties is of particular interest with respect to the descriptive campsite choice model. The differences in the coefficient of
determination (R2) suggests a need for further research of other

man-environment relationships identified in the descriptive camp-

site choice model. The implication of these results to the general
model will be considered next.

Descriptive Model: Implication of Results

Based upon the results, it seems appropriate to discuss their
implication to the general descriptive campsite choice model. First
we can consider the MAN component of the general model. Three

of the five characteristics of camping parties have been described.

These characteristics are party size, type of boat, and number

of

nights spent in the study area.
Within the descriptive model, two characteristics of camping

parties--daily float time and the characteristics of the social
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structure of the camping party--have yet to be researched. These
characteristics would likely identify other important variables that

are of interest to campsite choice situations. Some of these variables may be inter-correlated with the variables analyzed in this
research. For example, with regards to social structure it has
been inferred, but yet to be empirically examined, that the decisionmaking process of commerical and non-commercial parties is difand
ferent. If this is true, these differences should be identified
analyzed, One characteristic of group structure that may deserve

attention is the degree of homogeneity within the camping parties.
This would be particularly true in the case of the non-commercial
camping party where the decision-making process may be influenced
by the degree of homogeneity of the camping party. It would seem

equally plausible that the amount of daily float time might vary
between commercial and non-commercial parties since commercial

parties currently take trips of a longer duration within the area,
Daily float time also includes the idea of the time of day that a party
initiates its trip and this could be an influential factor determining
campsite choice.

With regards to the ENVIRONMENT component of the general

model the results indicate that river terrace characteristics are
correlated with the number of times a campsite is chosen. How-

ever, this differs noticeably between commercial and
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non-commercial parties. Interpretation of this difference is
difficult. It could be suggested that a variety of different character-

istics in the camping parties may account for the ability of river

terrace characteristics to be correlated with choice. Commercial
parties have the benefit of an experienced guide who knows more

about the campsites within the river corridor. The guide is likely

to be more responsive to certain river terrace characteristics. His
responsiveness may be necessitated by the larger group size and
the longer duration of commercial camping trips, and greater

responsibility for the welfare of his clients, Furthermore, by
staying longer in the corridor, commercial parties likely spend

more time at a river terrace. Thus, campsite characteristics of
the terrace may be more important. In contrast, the non-commercial
party has a shorter stay within the area and apparently is not as
responsive to the environmental characteristics associated with the

river terraces. Moreover, it is possible that this group reflects
less experience on the Rogue River. It would seem important,

perhaps, to explore the degree to which river and meteorological

variables are correlated with campsite choice in subsequent investigations. For the commercial camping model, the terrestrial vari-

ables alone may be sufficient to predict the frequency with which

a campsite may be chosen. However, with the non-commercial

camping model there is a substantial amount of use 56%) that
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cannot be statistically explained by river terrace characteristics
alone.

Additional consideration might be given to the question--do

the characteristics of the camping parties change with regulatory

programs? For example, it is possible that as non-commercial
parties become regulated, their length of stay within the study area
may increase and with that they may be more concentrated in their
choice of campsites. This is mentioned because the characteristics

of the camping parties may vary over time and it is important to
monitor the regulatory changes that might occur as they may
influence camping in the river corridor. The terrestrial characteristics that are significantly correlated with both parties are bio-

physical characteristics--size of tributaries, area of the campsite
and the area of the boat landing. However, the results obtained in
this investigation are limited to the user population between July 1
and September 2 of 1974. As changes occur in the regulatory
program and the total number of users within the system, it may
be reasonable to expect that the influence of certain variables within

the river environment may change as well. This raises questions
about future research and this will be discussed in the next section.

Future Research
Based upon the results of this investigation, several
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recommendations for future research appear to be appropriate. The
first and most important recommendation is that the study be

replicated by other investigators to determine if the findings
obtained on the Rogue Scenic Waterway can be generalized to other

river camping populations.
Of equal consideration would be several recommendations to

build upon the findings of this study by conducting additional investigations of the camping population utilizing the Rogue Scenic Waterway.

Now that some insight has been obtained concerning (1) characteristics

of camping parties, (2) their campsite choice patterns, and (3) the

relationship between river terrace characteristics and the number
of times a campsite is chosen, a number of related research questions merit attention. In order to refine existing knowledge concerning campsite choice and to examine other elements of the descriptive
campsite choice model, the following recommendations are set forth.
1.

A number of other characteristics concerning commercial and
non-commercial camping parties should be investigated. It
would be beneficial to design an investigation to thoroughly

analyze the social group structure of the camping parties and
the amount of time spent floating each day versus nature of

time spent engaged in other activities. Conerning social group

structure, the decision-making process should be identified
and the characteristics of the decision-maker described.
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Knowledge concerning the amount of daily float time would

provide a better understanding of the amount of time the camp-

ing parties allocate to travel along the river versus engaging

in other river-related activities.
2.

Analysis of trends in camping patterns and party character-

istics should be initiated to determine the degree to which
changes occur over time. Trends should be monitored prior
and subsequent to changes in the regulatory programs to
identify the existence of any relationships.
3.

Additional hypotheses should be formulated to test other man-

environment relationships associated with campsite choice
behavior. Meteorological and river variables should be identi-

fied, measured, and analyzed to see if they are significantly
correlated with the number of times a campsite is chosen.
4.

Perception studies should be initiated to examine non-

behavioral variables that may be correlated with campsite
preference. This would facilitate greater knowledge about the
degree to which preference and behavior are interrelated,

perhaps, involving similar variables. Even though inconsistencies have been found in previous research between what
people say they will do and the actions they take in actuality,

studies based around the perception and behavior of campsite

choice situations are desirable.
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5.

Other studies could be undertaken to evaluate the role of prior

experience as a factor influencing campsite choice. An aspect
of this study would be concerned with the role of various types

of information as factors contributing to knowledge and experience.
6.

Onsite observation of the behavioral patterns of camping parties
should be undertaken to examine the degree to which camping

parties make inspections of a campsite prior to choosing to

make camp. After choosing to make camp, the manner in
which the campsite is occupied offers additional insight into

factors perhaps influencing choice. By analysis of the behav-

ioral setting, additional characteristics of river terraces may
be identified, described, and their importance to camping

parties assessed.
7,

Other research designs should be initiated based upon stochastic

models. For example, as a stochastic variable the amount of
daily float time according to type of boat or by type of group
may provide an alternative basis for considering a generalized

model that would describe campsite choice.
8.

Finally, studies need to be undertaken which transcend the
limited scope of this investigation. Further studies, rather
than focusing solely on campsite choice, need to explore a

variety of man-environment relationships involving choice
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situations. Many choice situations are related in time and

space in the river corridor and they should be examined
concurrently.
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VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The primary objective of this investigation was to determine
the degree to which camping is related to characteristics of the

river terraces serving as campsites along the Rogue Scenic Waterway.
This objective included an identification of the characteristics of

commercial and non-commercial camping parties, their campsite

choice pattern, and the identification of the natural characteristics of
the campsite which were related to the amount of camping that

occurred at those river terraces. A descriptive campsite choice
model suitable for analyzing the man-environment relationships

involving river campsite choice behavior was formulated and discussed in terms of a MAN and ENVIRONMENT component.

After reviewing previous investigations of auto-camping and

characteristics of the campgrounds chosen, this investigation was
prompted to explore alternative foundations for relating campsite
choice to the environmental conditions of a river setting. It suggested that campsite choice behavior would be correlated with river

terrace characteristics.
Findings of This Investigation

The investigation of commercial and non-commercial groups

revealed striking differences in the size of the camping parties, type
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of boat used by the two groups, and the total number of campsites
chosen. Slight differences were detected in the length of time each

group spent in the study area. For campsites chosen most freq-

uently by both parties, similarities were noted.
Characteristics of Camping Groups

As a group, commercial camping parties primarily ranged
from fifteen to twenty-five people, traveled by an inflatable raft, and

limited their choice of campsites to twenty-six locations out of the
total forty-eight used by the camping population. In contrast, noncommercial camping, parties generally ranged from one to fifteen

people, traveled as much by other kinds of boats (drift, kayak, etc.)
as they did by inflatable raft, and distributed their choice of campsites among forty-five of the forty-eight campsites. In summary,

the commercial groups tended to be markedly different for various

characteristics when compared to non-commercial parties.
Campsite Choice

The number of times a location is chosen as a campsite within

the river corridor provides an additional opportunity to identify
differences in camping patterns for groups of river travelers. For
frequently chosen locations (thirteen or more times), both camping

groups were oriented more to north than to south bank locations.
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Non-commercial parties also favored one south bank location. When
total number of choices made by each group is considered, the pat-

terns for the two groups are quite similar. North bank locations
were chosen sixty-one percent of the time by commercial groups
and fifty-seven percent of the time by non-commercial groups. For

south bank locations, the percentages are thirty-nine and forty-three
for each respective group.
Research Hypothesis

The research hypothesis was that the number of times a campsite is chosen by a group of river travelers is correlated with natural

characteristics of the site. Total PARTY-NIGHTS for each location
was used as the operational measure of camping. It represented the
number of times a location was chosen by a camping party during

the survey period. Thirteen selected river terrace characteristics
of each campsite were measured and served as independent variables

in multiple regression analysis.
The results indicated that the variation in PARTY-NIGHTS

(Y)

for commercial camping parties is best explained by the model
Y = 7.7986 + 0.5439 X 1 = 2.441 X 2 + 0.5703 X3 + 0.6387 X4
+ 0, 8095 X5
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where:

X1 = Area Size

X2 = Tributary Size
X3 = Boat Landing

X4 = Wind Protection

X = External Seclusion
5

The first variwhich accounts for eighty percent of the variation.
able to enter in stepwise regression analysis was Tributary Size
and it contributed sixty-two percent of the explained variance in
PARTY-NIGHTS (Y).

For non-commercial camping parties, the variation in PARTYNIGHTS (Y) is best explained by the model

Y = 7.4649 = 1.628 X1 = 0.9702 X2 + 0.9810 X3 + 1.225 X4
+ 0.6185 X 5

where:
X1 --- Area Size

X2 = Tributary Size
X3 = PM Shade

X4 = Boat Landing
X5 = Firewood

The first
which accounts for forty-four percent of the variation.
variable to enter in stepwise regression analysis was Area Size
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and it contributed twenty-six percent to the explained variance in
PARTY-NIGHTS (Y).

Each model contains five significant terms. Three of the

variables entered into each model are the same--Area Size, Tributary Size, and Boat Landing. The analysis of variance for the com-

mercial camping model produces an F-ratio significant beyond the
.005 level of significance and for the non-commercial camping model
beyond the .05 level of significance.

The significant F-ratio for each model and the significant
t-value for each variable contributing to the variation in PARTYNIGHTS, permits the rejection of the null hypothesis. The research

hypothesis is retained. It states
Ha:

A significant relationship exists between the amount

of camping occurring at river terraces and selected

characteristics of those river terraces.
Conclusions
1.

Comparisons of commercial and non-commercial camping

parties revealed substantial differences in party size and type
of boats used with slight differences concerning their length

of stay in the study area.
2.

Comparison of the campsite choice patterns for commercial

and non-commercial groups indicates basic differences in the
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total number of different locations chosen and similarities
in the most frequently chosen camping locations.
3.

Selected site characteristics of river terraces were significantly related to the number of times the location was chosen.
This relation was presented in the form of two models, one for

4.

commercial parties, the other for non-commercial parties.
Five independent variables were significant predictor variables
for the dependent variable PARTY-NIGHTS (number of parties
spending one night) in both the commercial and non-commercial
camping models. Eighty percent of the variance in PARTYNIGHTS was accounted for in the commercial and forty-four

5.

percent accounted for in the non-commercial model.
Of the five significant terms selected for each model, three

were the same variable. These were size of the campsite,
size of the tributary providing potable water to the location,

6.

and the ease with which a boat could land at the river terrace,
The significant correlation of site characteristics with amount
of camping occurring at the site for each group, permits

the research hypothesis to be retained. This hypothesis is:
the amount of campA significant relationship exists between

ing occurring at river terraces and selected characteristics

of those river terraces.
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APPENDIX A

Site Codes for Campsites Between
Grave Creek and Foster Bar
North Bank
No.

Name

N2

Grave Creek Landing
Sandersons
Rainie Falls

N4

China Gulch Lower

N5
N9

Whisky Creek
Big Slide

N10

Nil

Alder Creek
Booze Creek

N12

Russian Creek

N13

Russian Creek +

N15

Slate Slide

N17

Bronco Creek

N18

Bunker Creek

Ni

N19

No Name

N20
N21
N22
N24
N25

Horseshoe Bend
Shady Creek

South Bank

River
Mile*

No.

68.4
66,8
65.3
65.2

63.2

62.3

60.4

57.7

Francis Creek

Copsey Creek Lower
Cowley Creek
N26 Meadow Creek

Name

56.7

Rainie Falls South

Si

No Name

S2

Rum Creek

S3

Doe Creek

S4

Wildcat Creek

S5

Russian Rapids South
Montgomery Creek

S6
S7

Howard Creek

S8

Slim Pickens Rapids

S9

Bronco South

S10

Big Windy Creek
Little Windy Creek
Black Bar Ranch

S11

Jenny Creek
Horseshoe Bend

S13
S14

S12
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South Bank

North Bank

River
No.
N28

Name

Kelsey Creek Lower

Mile

Corral Creek
54.5
Ditch Creek
Missouri Creek North

N32

Quail Creek

N33
N34
N35

Long Gulch +
No Name

N38
N39

Burns Creek
Blossom Bar Creek

52.0
51.6

S15

No Name

Battle Bar South

S16
S17

Hewitt Creek
Missouri Creek

S18
S19

Long Gulch

S20

Mule Creek Canyon

S21

48.4
47.9
46.7
45.3

Devil's Staircase
(Gleason Bar)

N40
N41

Paradise Creek
Johnson Creek

Sly Fox Creek
41.9

Brushy Bar Lower
Tate Creek
Camp Tacoma

S22

44.5
(Huggins Canyon)

N43
N44
N45

No.

Dulog Creek
55.0

N29
N30
N31

Mule Creek (Tucker
Flat)
N36 Bench Mark 424
N37 Marial

Name

39.7

East Creek East
East Creek West

S23
S24
S25

Clay Hill Creek South S26

Falls Creek

S27

37.7

Flora Dell Creek
Flea Creek
33.8
Foster Bar
*River mile is measured upstream from the mouth of the Rogue
River at Gold Beach.
N46
N47
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APPENDIX B

Sample Days for Survey Period

To assure that seasonal variation in camping parties were
taken into account, fifty-seven percent of all possible days were
sampled (36 days out of 63 days) between July 1 to September 2, 1974.

The sample days were drawn at random within two strata--weekdays
and weekends. The number of days sampled within each strata were

proportionately equivalent to the total days possible. This is shown
in Table 13.
Table 13.

Number of Sample Days by Weekend and Weekday for
the Survey Period, July 1 to September 2, 1974.
Weekdays

Days Possible
Days Sampled

45
(71%)
25
(69%)

Weekends

Total

18

63

(29%)

(100%)

11

36
(100%)

(31%)

Selection of Respondents

Respondent(s) selected for the survey depended upon party

size, and involved contacting the fourth, seventh, eleventh, and

twentieth person to step onshore. Of course, the number of persons
to step onshore as the boat(s) landed depended on the size of the party.

1.34

Thus as the party size increased, additional individuals were
surveyed.

This procedure was undertaken to account for the

probability of greater variance in larger parties concerning the
attitudinal questions. The sampling technique also increased the

number of responses to each data item pertaining to the camping
party. As party size increased, more respondents were selected

and the accuracy of responses to party characteristics improved.

If a single respondent for a small party failed to respond to a data

item, it was not available for analysis. However, in larger parties,
with several respondents, if a data item was not answered by one
respondent it was often answered by another.
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APPENDIX C

Data Collection Procedures and Instruments

Part 1.

Instructions concerning field procedures provided to

research aides who administered the visitor survey at

Foster Bar.
Part 2.

Daily Log Sheet completed by research aides at Foster Bar.

Part 3.

Questionnaire, pages 1 and 5, containing those data items

used in the research of campsite choice behavior as
reported herein.
Approximately seventy additional data items were col-

lected in the survey of river travelers concerning attitudes
toward crowding, management restrictions, and visitor

satisfaction. These are reported in Rogue River Study
Report No. 1 entitled - -Field Investigations of River Use
Within the Wild River Area of the Rogue River, Oregon.

(Pfister and Frenkel, 1974).
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Part 1. Instructions and Procedures, Participant Observation
Sheet and Questionnaire with Data Items for this
Investigation.

June 6, 1974
TO:

Field Investigators

FROM:

R. E. Pfister

SUBJECT:

Rogue River User Survey
Instructions and Procedures

Principal Investigator

In order to make the data collection a successful effort, let me
outline the field procedures that have been set up. Field procedures
must be uniform for each sample day whether the field investigation
is at Foster Bar, Brushy Bar, Marial, or Graves Creek. The
reason for this is that if the procedures are not uniform from one
site to the next, a "sampling bias" will be introduced into the data
collection phase that cannot be corrected during data analysis.
The result of the sampling bias is the reduction of the quality of the
information collected. Because of this, specific procedures have
been prepared.
Please read the following closely and make sure that you understand what is requested. If you should have any questions, give
me a call or leave a message at 754-3141 (Geography) or 752-7279
(Home).

PART I - GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

On each survey day there are two basic tasks concerning data
collection to be completed:
Record on the Daily Log Sheet (copy attached) all the
1.
indicated information. This is further discussed in
Part II. This task will probably be the most demanding
on heavy-use days and require your constant attention.
2.

Deliver to one member (15 years and older) of each
party
a) questionnaire
b) a sharpened pencil
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The respondent must be selected randomly and a procedure
for this will be provided to you before going to the field.
The procedure will be based upon the size of the party so
be sure to record the information on the daily log first.
A set of numbers, selected from a random numbers table,
will be provided so that you can easily identify the person
to receive the questionnaire.
PART II

SPECIFIC PROCEDURES

Daily Log Sheet

The Daily Log Sheet is for recording observable information
about "parties or groups" who enter the survey area--both
hikers and river travelers. The information that must be
recorded can be observed by the field investigator. It is not
necessary to interview members of each party to secure it.
1.

Item 1:

"Party number" is the number that is assigned
to that particular group traveling as a single
party. Use sequential numbering beginning with
the first survey day and carrying it through for
the remaining survey days. (For example, July 3
may have ten river parties arrive at the site and
the information is recorded for numbers 1 through
10. Then on the next survey day, July 6 (different
log sheet), begin with party #11 and continue on
for all those arriving together.

2.

Item 2:

"Time" Record the time of the party's arrival at
the survey site.

3.

Item 3:

"Type of boat/number of occupants" is a record
of the number of each type of boat used and the
number of occupants in each boat. The easiest
recording technique is to simply place the number
of occupants below the type of boat they are in.
If there are more than one of the same kind of
boat, go down to the next line and enter the number of occupants. , . making sure the same party
number is used.

The definitions for the categories are:
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a) Drift -

any non-inflatable type craft such as
the McKenzie or Rogue River boat.

b) Float -

any inflatable type raft except those
of a commercial outfitter using
"Orange torpedos" (insigna on the
boat) which has its own category.

c) 0-torpedo -those inflatable kayaks labeled
"Orange torpedo trips" on the side.
d) Other
4.

Item 4:

fiberglass kayaks and other craft
not noted above.

"Guided" "Yes" is entered if the trip has been
guided by a commercial outfitter who is licensed
by the Oregon State Marine Board. This is the
most important item to be recorded on the Daily
Log Sheet, and it is later transferred to the
questionnaire given to members of that party.
Because it will not always be possible to observe
this information, you may have to ask. Since this
is important information for data analysis, please
make sure that you accurately record this item.

"No" is entered for all parties not guided by a
licensed outfitter.
5.

Item 5: Surveyed--"Yes" means the respondent designated
in each party received a questionnaire. "No"
means the individual was unable or unwilling to
participate and an alternate was chosen.
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APPENDIX C: Part 2
DAILY LOG SHEET
Name:

Location:

Time:

Date:

Type of Boat / Number of Occupants

Party
No.

Time

Drift

Erding

Beginning

Float

0-Torpedo

Other

Surveyed

Guided
Yes

No

Yes

No
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APPENDIX C: Part 3

Department of
Geography

Oregon
State
University

SIMI& tet

P1

Dear Visitor:

WE NEED YOUR ASSISTANCE.

in cooperation with the Oregon State Marine Board, the Department of
Geography at Oregon State University is conducting a survey this summer of the recreational use along the wild river zone of the Rogue
River.

Your cooperation in completing the attached survey is greatly aprreciated and should help to provide you with the kind of recreatioral
opportunities you desire.

Thank you for your assistance.

Sincerely,

Redacted for Privacy
/' James HaMey, Di4ctor
Oregon State Maio4ne Board

Redacted for Privacy
Richalki M, Highs

th, Jr. , Cha7an

Department of G graphy
Oregon State University

()

1.

How many people, including yourself, are in your party?

O

2.

How many nights did you'spend on the trip?

P-71
() 10.

Could yoU indicate the places you camped at, how many nights you spent at
each place, and how many other parties were camped in the same area each
night (within sight or hearing)?
Places Camped

Nights

Other Parties

